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PART 1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes a computer-based instructional system for teaching

the notion of mathematical proof. The system is capable of handling ,formalizations

of the full predicate calculus with identity (and, with minor work, definite

description); Designed as an instructional device (a course in number theory is

presently being' prepared), the program is also the basis for a number of research

projects involving the use of mechariical theorem-provers for teaching theorem

proving. The intention here is to preserit, in detail, the entire system: the

program as written in the LISP programming language [McCarthy,1963] for a PDP-IO

computer. Instructions on how to use the system for both' research and teaching,

block diagrams of key program routines, and example curriculums are included.

The purpose of this report is to provide enough detail so that versions in other

'lariguages for other 'computer systems may be prOgrammed from the information

offered here. As a result, subsequent sections are dense with descriptions

of particu.lar routines of the instructional prograIll. While current, research on

interfacing various theorem-proving programs are mentioned in this paper, they

will be reported' on in more detail elsewhere.

The underlying foundation of first-order logic of this instructional system,

1:i.ke the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciehces(IMSSS) logic

and8.lgebra program [Suppes & Binford, 1965; Suppes,Jerman & Brian, 1968,

Appendix I; Suppes & Ihrke, 1970; Suppes, 1971], is a natural deduction

treatment. The main thrust of both programs is to let the student construct

pro'ofs or derivations. The studeht has a simple command language made up of

mnemonics that name 'axioms and theorems, rules of inference, and proof

procedures. The uier can type commands that'reference specific lines of the

proof or derivation and that specify occurrences of symbols and terms within

a line. If the commands are correct, the program generates new lines of the

proofs or derivations. By these means, the student can generate any line

'regardless of its relevance to finding the problem solution. The freedom to

use commands means that the program 'rejects all ideas of right and wrong proofs;

the student can follow' anyone of a number of solution paths. But this freedom

means that the program is not aware of what the student is dOing. It may mean,

. aside from prestored hints,that the program cannot offer the user (the student)

any help in 'completingthe derivation. In an attempt to solve this problem, a

mechanical theorem-prover that generates solutions of the algebra problems was
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developed. The theorem-prover is employed as a proof-analyzer that examines

incomplete derivations done by students and gives the students hints or advice

on how to utilize their own partial proofs to arrive at complete ones. Details

of this theorem-prover will appear in Goldberg [1971].

The core of this instructional program is a set of routines that permit

the user to construct proofs or derivations.~ The program is a natural successor

to the IMSSS logic and algebra program, and many of its features result from

experience obtained in schools running that program. Unlike the logic and

algebra program, this instructional, system ,can,;be:charaeterized"aS more ;t.han a

proof checker. It is a more powerfulinterpretiye system in which an individual,

be he student, teacher, or researcher, can develop and then study ~, nonlogical

axiomatic theory along what,ever lines he himself specifies. The program allows

one to build the command language for constructing proofs; the user can specify

a vocabulary and a set of. axioms with corresponding names, prove and name

theorems and lemmas, and derive new rules of inferenc.e. The program, which

"knows" only primitiv", r)lles of pr",dicate calculus, consists of routines that

compute and learn new commands from the well-formed formulas qf the system.

When the user attempts to construct a proof within the $Y$tem he so 'ppecifies,

he types commands from the command language he built himself. In order to

interpret such commands,generalized processing routines check each command

for correct syntax and usage and compute appropriate error~messages if the

command is not a valid one.

Both the command language and a curriculum can be constructed by.a teacher.

The curriculum can be a course, say, in number theory pr elementary axiomatic

geometry. The student follows the curriculum, but he always has th~ option of

interrupting the linear sequence of problems and making up his own problems.

The student might avail himself of this feature of the .program when (a) he wants

to redo a problem to assure himself that he understands the proof procedures

being introduc",d; (b) the problems are .too hard and he. wants to try some easier

~ ones before continuing with the teacher's problems; (c) the problems are too

easy and he wants to try more challenging ones; or (d) a Problem requires a

subsidiary derivation. The student may prove the formula and name it as a

lemma, thereby simplifying the original problem by using that lemma. Here,

the distinction between a teacher and a student becomes a narrow one, because

the student himself can enlarge (or initially specify) the command language or

invent a "curriculum" for himself and his classmates.
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The principal advantages of this program are twofold. First, the generality

and flexibility of the program provides the user with a sort of experimental

laboratory in which to explore new ideas (o~ investigate old ones) connected with

formalized theories. The student with some of his own notions about constructing

formal systems can readily test them in a systematic and unambiguous manner:

the program acts as a tireless proof checker. Second, CAl programs are usually

based on a curriculum'that is 'organized around strictlyframe-by~frame,or

branch-on-a-predetermined-algorithm, strategy. This mode of teaching can

sometimes be too restrictive"and somewhat less informative. We hoped to"provide

a :5reer structure in order :too give the more innovative students access to those

computational facilities available to the teacher.

The interpretive tools of the system "understand" two languages. The first,

call it C, is the set of ' commands used in constructing proofs or derivations and

is defined in M, the 'second language. A block diagram ,..of, ,the program is presented

in Figure L With M, the user is able to AXIOMATlZE a theory, Le.,:to specify

Insert Figure 1 about here

(a) the class of nonlogical constants, and (b) a class of axioms. It is assumed

that the logicat system isa:lwaysthef'oundation on which new theories are bUilt,

but the symbols representing the logical constants are specified by the user.

The names of axioms and the well-formed formulas derivable from the axioms

(theorems and lemmas) are members of C. Also, M enables the user to derive rules

of inference from axioms and from established theorems and lemmas. These new

rules are added to C. Thus, C is further augmented by the basic logical system,

whichfu; outlined in Part III.

After the command language for constructing derivations and proofs is

specified, the program takes on the role of a proof checker. This is the DERIVE

part of the program. In the DERIVE stage, the user types a command and expects

the program to generate a line of a derivation. This may involve either requests

for substitution instances of axioms or previously proved theorems, or

references to a set of previous lines in order to infer a new one. The program

accepts the command, checks to see that its syntax is correct, and, in attempting

to carry out the command, checks to make sure that the application is proper.



send a
command

IN'J:ERP~'T.l!.H fOl"·I,;.'he,' I
r"-.........-=-/.. .GO!~lIJ LPNGUAGE r

gene:rate ,L-
8. line ,,',," ---•.--, , ','.

specify the,
£'l.on-logical
axiomatic theory

IlERIVEMODE

(to construct proofs)

PROBLEM mode

.('£8" 'present
the problems")

INIT mode
(problems specified
by the students at
run time)

AxlaoolZE mode

(to specify the theory)

specify': the
problems and
qllest.ions

PRESTORED
CURRICULUM

Fig.. 1. Block diagram of the instructional
system. .
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If the syntax of the command is not acceptable, the program has a simple method

for giving syntactic error messages. The command cannot be executed if an

application error is detected. In this case, the program has a method for

computing the appropriate error message. This computation is necessary because,

typically, the program interprets commands it knows only implicitly.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the routines monitoring the teacher- and

student-user modes and pre8ents a more detailed picture of the control structure

Insert Figure 2 about ,here,

of the program. The history of the student's past performance is distinct from

the collection of any data (that is, to collect exact user protocols). The

profile consists of information on the last problem' solved, the last-theorem

proved, rules and axioms sPecified by the teacher that' the student has been

taught and therefore is allowed to use, and the student's own derived rules of

inference and lemmas he may have proven. This information is all part of the

~nd language the student'isbuilding, and it can be retained for all future

work.

The, distinction between teacher and student is not a hard and fast one.

Conceivably, an individual may act as both the teacher'and the ,student, setting

up a theory in which he wants to try to ,construct proofs. Or a student may
, ,

try his skills on specifying a curricUlum for his fellow classmates. It is

possible thq.jothe teacher specifies the vocabulary and then gives the student

a set of formulas. The student is ,told to choose no more than N formulas as

axioms and then to prove the rest from these, axioms, the primitive rules and

procedures,and any new rules he derives. Although this is an instructional

technique with which this instructional system has already been used, it will

not be described here.

The 'remainder of this report is organized into three parts. In the first

part, the components of a first-order theory and the methods for specifying it

are explained. The reader who is mainly interested in how a USer constructs

proofs might well skip this background material. The second presents the

structure of the command language, C, with explanations on how to use the

proof procedures and primitive rules of inference, and how to derive new rules

of inference. There is a problem, viz., the kinds of error analysis routines
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"WHO ARE YOU?"

FLAG"'. Student or
Teacher

Get student
profile

Check ,student
·name

PIIOVE '

Yes

Restore
curricUlUm
problem

Readinostudentj~

. teacher's file

No

DERIVE

Student
requests
problems

NOT
OK

Pre"sent .any
premises'

CONSTRUCT PROOF

F~tch -problems from
curricultiJn rile

Derive, prove or
,ru.).e(~ommands

CANNOT.

THEOREM

C

RULE

I
derive a rule
of-·inference

Yes

VOCAB

I
specify the
voca'l)Ulary

"DO YOU WANT 1'0 CREATE
OR ALTER A THEORY
(TYPEC 'OR- A)?11

Can this <number> act
as' a teacher?

"PLEASE .TYPE Y.QUR. NUMBER":
STUNUM ... <number>

Yes
TEACHER

MODE

'FIB

I
logout

No

Fig. 2. Program structure.
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requir"d in order, to effeGt ive1y teach the student the c01Illl$,nd language. They

are ·of two kinds--.errors of command. syntax .a.nd errorpin applying the rules. of

inference, especially the derived rules, The "rror analysis routines are described

in this second part. ~inally, the languag" f~r specifying problems is def~ned

with examples taken from elementary algebra.

PART II. SPECIFYING THE FORMAL SYSTEM

1.., The Vocabulary

The program is .limited tq J?urely symbolic la.llguages, where each identifier

is a string of one or morealphab"tic or special characters.. The, first step in

developing a formal language is to define a meaningful expression.. There are

two kinds of expressions, terms and formulas. In order to give a precise

characterization of a term or a formula, the user might specify the, primitive

vocabulary ~f the language, i. e:, the us"r must unambiguously cJ,efine each

individual constant and variable, each oJ?eration symbol and each predicate

letter. In addit:i,on, j;he list must include representations for the logical

constants.

Associated with every symbol, except the individual variables, is a fixed

DEGREE, and attached to every indivicJ,ual va!riable is a TYPE label. * These two

elements are all that is needed to build a syntax~directed. analysis routine to

determine if a string constitutes a well-formed expression in the language.

serve as delimitors--Every language includes three special characters that

left parenthesis f(', right parenthesis ,), and cOmma f. ,, . A check for precedence

relationships is not included in the analysis. Unless expressions are explicitly

grouped using the three special characters, the routine performs a simple left-to

right scan. Thus expressions of the form A x B + C are parsed as A x (B + c) and

not as (A x B) '+ C, which is the usual parse if hierarchy tables are used.

ADEGREE is an ordered quadruple <i ill n p> such that i and n are non

negative integers, and nand p are (a) any nonatomic element if the corresponding

operation symbol, logical constant or predicate letter p represents a binary

infix relation; (b) nonnegative integers otherwise. Formulas andnonatomic terms

are formed with the aid of constants called "formula-makers" or "term-makers"

*with some modifications, this notion is~orrowecJ, from Kalish and
Montague (1964).
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according to the kind of expression they generate. rnthe associated DEGREE,

i is either O· orl according as the constant isa term-maker or formula-maker;

m, n, and p, respectively, are the humber of immediately following variables,

number of terms and number of formulas that the constatr!; demands. If m 10,
then the constant is a binding operator. The ind.ividual variables are atom.ic

terms. Members of .the set of integers i3.realways con~i<lered terms, but if TYPE

labels are to be conside:red,thei:rTYPE label must be specified by the user

(in the usual interpretation, the integers have type 'ALGEBRA'or'ARITHMETIC').

The general mathematical characterization of terms and formulas is embodied in

(I) through (8) below (Kalish & Montague, 1964; p. 272. Items (2)-(4) areth~ir

characterization of a term and a formula.).

1. The sequence of three dots, ... ', is a variable.

2. Every variable is a term and every numeral is a term.

3.±f 5isa constant of DEGREE<Om n p>, (xl, ... ,a
m

are

immediately following variables, (31" .. ,(3n are . terms,

O"l""'O"p are formulas, and m, n, andp are nonnegative

integers, then

5a ...a (31 ..• (3 a
l

. .. cr
1. m n P.

is a term.

4. If 5 is a constant of DEGREE <1 m n p>, a
l

, .. ",a .8Jre
...m

immediately following variables, (31"" ,(3n are terms,

O"l, ... ,ap are formulas, and Ill, n, p are nonnegative

integers, then

5a
l ·· .aJl· .. (3 nO" l' . .0" P

is a formula.

The following re.strictions and additions to the characterization of terms and

formulas handle formally. what is usually considered informal notation conventions.

5. If m is nonzero, nand p must be nonnegative integers.

Then the terms and formulas are defined as in (1) - (4) .

6. If m is zero and n is nonatomic (we use n = '(2)'),

then p must be zero and the constant 5 represents a

binary infix relation such that

a. if 5 is of IlEGREE <0 0 (2)0>, and (31,(32 are terms,

then ~15~2 is a term;
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b. if 0 is of DEGREE <l 0 (2) 0>, and 13
1

,13
2

are terms,

then 1310132 is a formula.

7. If m is zero and pis nonatomic (we use p = '(2)'), then

n must be zero and the constant 0 represents a binary

infix relation such that if 0 is of DEGREE <l 0 0 (2»

and a
l

,a
2

are formulas, then aloa2 is a formula.

Hence, (1)-(7). is an exhaustive characterization of expressions in the language.*

If this characterization were, in fact, implemented on the computer, we

could easily have as a well-formed formula in the language the expression FaG,

where F has DEGREE <l 0 1 1> and G, <l 0 0 0>. By using the comma and the

parentheses as delimitors or punctuation marks, we can write the expression

F(a,G), a more readable format. Thus, an expression transcending first-order

logic is acceptable. For our purposes this is undesirable. Admittedly, the

parsing routine is a realization of (1)-(7). An eighth restriction is imposed:

8. n is zero if and only if p is nonzero.

So, with the eighth restriction included, any seQuence that follows a constant

and the possibly empty string of immediately following variables will be either

a seQuence of terms or one of formulas.

To complete the characterization of terms and formulas, the user must

(a) give a list of symbols regarded as constants, together with their degrees;

and (b) name the types associated with each individual variable. For example,

in the case of Quantification-free elementary algebra built on sentential logic,

see Table 1. The constants in the table have their usual mathematical

---_._-------------------
Insert Table 1 about here

interpretations, and, by the appended definition for binary relations, are

written in the usual way. Note that multiple definition of the minus sign,

'-', is acceptable. In fact, multiple definitions in general may be handled

by careful recomputations in the cases when a particular definition is reQuired.

The element associated with each individual variable is the TYPE. The

purpose of type labeling is to restrict the use of individual variables in the

expressions, e.g., it restricts the range of values of a variable to a particular

universe of discourse. The TYPE is a list of labels where each label is used to

·*A term-maker with degree <0 0 0 (2» is meaningless.
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TABLE 1

Elementary Algebra Symbols

Representation on the
Constant Degree standard teletype

., <1 0 0 1> NOT

& <10 0 (2» &

V <1 0 0 (2» OR

--. <1 0 0 (2» ~;:> .

; <1 0 (2) 0> ;

V <1 10 1> A

:;r <110 1> E

<---> <1 0 0 (2):;:' IFF

+ <0 0 (2) 0> +

<0 0 (2) 0>

<0 0 10>

/ <0 0 (2) 0> /
x <0 0 (2) 0> x
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n8llle a list of individual- variables. For example, consider the operation symbol

'+' with DEGREE <0 0 (2)0> and assume that '+' requires two algehraicterms.

The user might name the TYPE of an algebraic term with the atom 'ALGEBRA'where

ALGEBRA = (A J3 C D).' Tbe TYPE list, then, consists of the TYPE nameS for each

term which the term-maker '+' demands. The term formed with '+' and the two terms

is, in itself, a term that can have a TYPE name- associated. with it. This tYlle is

called the "compjlted type." The computed type is also stored on the TYPE list

associated with '+'. Thus, the TYPE for '+' is a list consisting of three

elements--three names, -each of which 'specifies the TYPE of the argument expressions

and well-formed terms. Given two algebraic terms, the operation symbol '+' forms

an algebraic term.

A+B. is a well-formed term because A and Bare algebra.icterms. Its computed

type is AWEBRA,so (A+B)+C is also well formed. Suppose the identity relation

'=' with DEGREE <10 (2) 0> has TYPE = (ALGEBRA ALGEBRA NIL). This TYPE indicates

that '=' demands two algebraic terms. The computed tYlleis NIL, an atom, that

denotes th& empty set or the 'don't care-' type. Iri other words, NIL can represent

any TYPE. Formulas, such as thOse formed by '=', always have TYPE NIL, and all

formula-makers will have NIL as the computed tYlle. Term-makers must be associated

with a non-NIL computed type and so the a.tom Twas ",hdse-nto denote the. 'don't

care' type fOr terms.

A=B is well forIlled. For this example, if BOOLE = (GH), thenG=H is not

well formed. However, if the TYPE associated with' =' were (NIL NIL NIL), it

would not matter what the tYlles of the two terms were and G=Hwould be well

formed.

The list of all the types associated with the term-makers andforIllula

makers is called VARIABLES. If no type checking is desired, the user could

presumably let VARIABLES be a list of all the individual variables and let all

the tYlles be NIL. This will not do however. The procedure for proper

substitution for predicate letters (see discussion on page\?2) is where problems

would arise. The formula to be substituted for the predicate rr may have a

number of different free variables. Some of these variables may be replaced by

corresponding arguments of~; the rest are nonsubstitutable parameters. How does

the interpreter know the difference? Both kinds must be variables for the parser

to recognize the expression generated by the operation of substitution.
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So there ml.J.st always be at least. two lists. The first is always named

IPJlRAMI (for' par8.llleterl) and contains a list of variables that are . considered

nonsubstitutable par8.llleters in the ,procedure for proper substitution for

predicates, All the others can be specially grouped under another TYPE name

(such as BOOLE).

Some simplifications are pOSSible.

1. If a variable can be in two groups, or when a TYPE is the

union of two groups already n8.llled,the type checking is

perforl)ledboth •directly(.is the variable ex a lUember of

t.helist. <:rYPE>?) and indirectly ( iS,the variable ex ,a

member of a list whose TYPE name is on the list.<:rYPE>?)

Theref6re, if PARAM are.the special parameter-variables

and VARSis a list of. ,all the other variables, VARIi\.BLES

is thelist.(VARSPARAM). All the atomic terms are then

recognized indirectly through the type n8.llle 'VARIABLES.

2 • The. TYPE associated with 1+' is .(ALGEBRAALGEBRA ALGEBRA).

Since all the members of the list are the s8.llle, the TYPE.

can be written as the single atom ALGEBRA.

By computing t.he associated types in the above manner, tpe program

retains the recursive evaluation procedure for determining well formedness.

This procedllredepends on (a) the table of symbols; (b) associated DEGREES;

(c) ,TYPE parameters; and (d) the list of individual variables. It is possible

to multiply define symbols: if the parse fails in:fbrming an expression with

respect to one DEGREE, it will continue the search with any other DEGREE

existing on the .listfor the constant in.que",tion. The result obtained. by the

parser is a representation of the expression in,prefix~listnotation. Benceforth,

an expression in the Prefix-list notation will be called the PATrERN for the

expression. The PATTERN is the list form oT the tree, e.g., (+A B) Tor MJ?

Further examples: ( (+ A B) e) is.the PATTERN Ton MB = 0; t= (+(+ A B) e)

(+ A(+ B e))) is the PATrERN for (A+B) +C = A + (B +C).

That the details for setting up a well-defined vocabulary is tedious is

acknowledged, The cumbersome met.hod presented later.,for creating and altering

.the vocabulary will eventually be replaced in favor of' routines for comvuting

DEGREES and TYPES from user-entered definitions: At no time should.a student have

to go through the present process for specifying the vocabulary.
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Specifying the vocabulary. As teacher, the user specifies the individual

variables, and the table of logical constants, operation symbols and predicate

letters within the constraints of (1)-(8) above. Under the defining procedures

of the so-called TEACHER mode, the vocabulary can be created, altered by

addition or deletion, or just viewed. This particular procedure is entered

with the command VOCAB. The procedure is illuptrated by the dialogue·in

'*Figure 3.' This is the first in a series of dialogues in which the teacher

Insert Figure 3 about here

specifies a first-order theory and the student receives and requests problems.

(See Figure 16 and Appendix IV). Unless otherwise stated, sample proofs

throughout this section depend on the vocabulary specified in Figure 3.
Observe that the teacher has one last option with regard to the fOrm of

the formulas printed out to the stude)lt. In many cases .( notably. all first

order theories), it is common mathematical practice to omit all universal

quantifiers and their variables if the scope of the quantifiers is the entire

formula.· Upbn re<:J:jlest::by the teacher, universal quantifiers that govern the

entire formula can be suppressed.

2. Implementation of Proper Substitution

The instructional system includes routines that are realizations of the

definitions of bondage, freedom, closure, proper substitution for free

occurrences of variables and proper substitution for predicate letters.** The

procedures required in order to carry out the two kinds of substitutions will

be discussed. First, some definitions.

Definition 1. Dummy variables are additional variables not in the user

defined vocabulary of the system. The dummy of a variable

is formedby concatenating the character ,%, at the beginning

and end of the variable. Thus A becomes %A%.

~The vocabulary and problems were chosen from exercises given by Professor
Patrick Suppes to students takiJ:lg an intermediate level course in logic.

*~Standard terminology will be employed. The reader can consult Kalish and
Montague as well as countless other books on logic. Definitions, unless to
describe implementations, will not be repeated here.
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_(START)
WHO ARE YOU (TYPE SORT>?
'n
PLEA,$E T.YPE YOUR NUMBER.
'SO
DO YOU WANT TO CREAtE OR ALTER A THEOHYHTYPE C OR A)
.C$
THEMY NAME?

'"'"HI •••
IN SETTING UPA FIRST-ORDER THEORY YOU MUST,SPECIFY
THE VCCABULARY AND 'THE AXIOI"lS~ THEN YOU CAN CHOOSE
A SET CF WELLwFORMED FORMULAS AS tHEOREMS.. AND DERIVE
NEW RULES OF INFERENCEFRQo1 THESE THEOREMS., THE·
C()lMANDS AREt VOCAB .. AXIeJol .. THEOREM .. AND RULE. TYPE
FIN WHEN YOU ARE THROUGH.

UVOCABS .
YOU ARE SPECIFYING THE VOCABULARY FOR A
FIRST-ORDER THEORY. WE WILL BEGIN BY
SETTING UP THE TABLE OF OPERATION SYMBCLS..
PREDICATES .. AND LOGICAL CONSTANTS.
DO YOU IIANT TO CREATE ..ADO.. DELETE..VIEII..
-OR FINISH? ( TYPE C..A.. D.. V.. OR F)

.(;S

FIRST YOU MUST SPECIFY TaE LOGICAL. COOSTANTS

NEGATIeJil SIGNt _NOTS
CONJUNCTIONSIGNt*'S
DISJUNCTION SIGNt _ORS
MATERIAL IMPLICATIONt *THENS
MATERIAL EQUIVALENCEt _IFF$
IDENTITY SIGNt _=$
UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERt _A$
EXISTENTIAL QUANTIFIERI*E$

NOW .. SPECIFY THE NON~LOGICAL CONSTANTS. WHEN YOU ARE
FINISHED.. JUST TYPE ALTMODE INSTEAD OF A.NEW SYMBOL.

SYHBCLI _as '.
DEGREEI _(I 0 3 0'$
TYPELISTI _NILS

SYMBOLI _RS
DEGREEI _(1 0 0 0)$
TYPELISTI_NILS

SYMBOLI *FS
DEGREEI _(I 0 2 O)S
TYPELISTI .NILS

SYMBOLI _PS
DEGREEI _(I 0 0 0)$
TYPELISTI _NILS

SYMBOLI~FS
DEGREE••(0 0 0)$
TYPELISTl .TS

SYMaOLI' .NS
DEGREEI .etO 1 0)$
TYPELISTt .NILS

SYMBOLI .S
DO YOU WANT TO CREATE .. ADD.. DELETE..UIEtri ..
OR FINISH? ( TYPE C..A.. D.. v .. OR F)..,

SYMBOLI _B5
DEGREE: .et 0 3 0)5
TYPELISTI .(POINT POINT POINT NI~)S

Fig. 3. ·Specifying a vocabulary.
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Figure 3, ·continued,

SYMBOL••5
DO YOU WANT to t:REATE..ADO.. DELETE.VIEW.
~ FINISH? ( TYPE C~A.D .. V.. OR F)

'D'... WHICH SYMBOL 'DO YOU WISH to DELETt"

I'WILL tyPE COT EACH 'DEGREE. TyPE Y IF yOU
WANT, TO DELETE 'It. OTHERWISE TYPE ANYTHING.

C8 1 0 3 0 CP.OINT, POINT POINT NIL» *NOS

(D 1 0 3 0 NIL> *y!.
Dtm

WHICH SYMBOL DO YOU WISH TO DELETE?..
DO YOU WANT TO CREATE..ADD.. QELElE.VIEW.
OR FINISH?C TYPE C..A~D. Vi OR F)

"'.
DO YOU WANT TO CREATE..A.LTER,OR VIEW
THE VARIABLE LISTS OR ARE YOU
FINI~HED (TYPE CIAIV" OR F)?.,:s
SPECIFY THE INDIVIDUAL vARIABLES
BY PLACING, THO! ON A LIST VITfl AN
ASSOCIATED TYPE NAME. DO NOT USE
THE NAME -VARtliBU:S~

END BY TYPING 'AN ALTMODE.

FIRST INDICATE A TYPE -PARAH-
THIS 15 THE LIST OF VARIABLES WHICH ARE
CONSTANTS FOR THE: PS PROCEDURE~ IT CAN
BE AN EMPty LIST.

typEr PARAH

LIST vARIABLES (WITH PARENTHESES), .(u V)S
Hal ANY OTHERS"?

TYPE NAMEI *POINTS
LIST VARIABL~S. <WITH PARENTHESES) I .<W x Y Z)S
TYPE NAME I .ALGEBRAS
LIST VARIABLES <WITH PARENTHESES) I *<11. B C D)$
TYPE NAME I .s
WHAT IS THE TYPE LABEL FOR THE NON-NEGATIVE

INTEGERS?
~LGE8RA$

DO YOU WANT TO CREATE~ALTER~OR VIEW
THE VARIABLE LIST·S OR ARE YOU
FINISHED <TYPE ~~AjV~ OR F)?...

ALGEBRA. (A BCD)
P.OINT .. (W X Y Z)
PARAM • (U V)

DO YOU WANT TO CREATE~ALTER~OR VIEW
THE VARIABLE LISTS OR ARE YOU
FINISHED <TYPEC~A~V~ OR F)?

OF'

DO YOU WANT TO SUPPRESS PRINTING OF
UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS WHERE THE SCOPE OF THE
GUANTIFIER IS THE ENTIRE FORMULA?
(TYPE y~ ELSE ANYTHING)
on
I*FINS
T

•
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Definition 2. The dummy pattern of an expression is its prefix-list notation

with each free occurrence of a variable replaced by its

corresponding dummy. Thus 'A + B= B + A' is an. expression

whose dunnny pattern is: (= (+ %A%%B%) (+%B% %A%)).

Definition 3. The Occurrence number of a symbol or term in an expression is

determined by counting the occurrences of the symbol or term,

starting at the left of the expression and scanning to the right.

Definition 4. The scope of a constant 0 in a dunnny pattern is giyenexplicitly

as any element, either a list or an at~; containe~ in the list

whose first element is O.

Definition 5. Det L be the list whose first element is a constant 0 of DEGREE

<i m n p> such that m I O. Thus by '1= contains the variable

(or term)~' is understood to mean that CX is either an element

of the list L or, recursively, there. is a list L' such that L'

is an element of Land L' contains CX.

Definition 6. An occurrence of a variable CX is~ only if there is an L

of the sort described in definition 5 such that L contains CX.

Then the following determines which variable binding oper"tor 0

of the list L binds a variable CX.

1. If the variable CX is one of CX.,i=l, .•. ,m in the
l

expression CXl .••CXJll" .rJn<1 1 ·· .op' then ex is a variable

of quantification bound by that O. In L, ex
i

is the

(i+l)st element, 0 is the first element.

2. If CX does not satisfy (1), but ex is within the

scope of O. If ex is not also within a list .L'

such that L contains L' and the first element

of L' is a binding operator, then 0 binds ex.
The system has two functions for testing bondage.

BOUND [IT STRING .QQQ]

BOUND asks if a particular occurrence (ace) of a variable (IT) is bound in

the expression (STRING). The value of the expression is *T* if the indicated

occurrence of IT is not in STRING; it is NIL if there is such an occurrence,

but it is not bound. If the occurrence is bound, the value of the functions is

the occurrence number of the binding operator.
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Since symbols can be multiply defined, it is possible that the functions

which FIND~ of the occurrences of abinding operator will, in fact, find an

occurrence ofa symbol identical with a~binding operator, but one that is used

as,say, a predicate. Therefore,the program has the task of determining if the

symbol is the initial element, of the list L of a well-formed exp:r:essionJand, if

so, if it is being used as a binding operator. For example, let A have multiple

degrees: <l 10 1> and<l 0 1 0>. Then the formula fAXfA x)) is well formed.

The first occurrence of A is a binding operator, the second is aformulaRmaker.

In the sub.list (A X), X is not, of course, bound by the formula-makerA. But,

if A has the DEGREE <l 1 0 0>, it would be.

In order to differentiate between these various cases, the program reparses

the list L. The parse is initially limited to a symbol table consisting

entirely of degrees for binding operators.' It is then expanded to the original

symbol table in order to complete the analysis. If L is well formed, the first

element of L is necessarily a binding operator.

BOUNDANY [~ STRING]

Is the variable (IT) bound anyWhere in the expression (STRING)? Thevalue

is *T* if there is not any occurrence of the indicated variable in STRING, T

if there is at least one bound occurrence, and NIL if there is at least one

occurrence but no occurrence is bound, BOUNDANY is an iterated application of

the function BOUND.

Definition "7 ~ An o(:~currence of a variable ex is:free in,the expression cp if it

stands within ~ but is not bound in~. Three functions answer

the questions about freedom.

FREE [IT S'l'RING OGG]

Is the occurrence (OGG) of the variable (IT) in the expression (STRING)

free? This function calls on BOUND and returns NIL if the value of BOUND is

,T or *:r*; otherwise it returns T.

FREEEVERY [IT STRING]

Is every occurrence of ~the term (IT) free in the expression (STRING)?

This function returns Tif BOUNDANY returns the value NIL or*T* for all

variables free in the term IT; otherwise it returns NIL.

FREEANYWIlERE [IT S'rRING]

Is any occurrence of the variable (IT) free in the expression (STRING)?

FREEANYWHERE returns NIL if no free occurrences of IT exist. Otherwise it
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returns the occurrence number of the first free occurrence of IT.

Definition 8. Two kinds of proper substitution--for free variables and for

predicate letters--are made available by using the procedures

for bondage and freedom of a variable in an expression.

Proper Substitution for Free Occurrences of Variables. Technically, a

symbolic formula * comes from a symbolic formula~ by proper substitution of a

symbolic term ~ for a variable a if * is like ~ except for having free

occurrences of ~ wherever ~ has free occurrences of a. Implementation of

proper substitution for free variables requires two steps,

1. Only replace an occurrence of a by ~ if the occurrence of a is free,

Recall that a is free in ~ if and only if it is not bound in~. The

function FREE performs this check.

2. Keep the (possibly nonatomic) term ~ free. For a term to be free,

all free variables contained in the term must remain free after

the substitution.

A flow diagram for the function PSVAR [a B ~] t~roper ~ubstitution of

~ariables) is presented in Figure 4.

Insert Figure 4 about here

Note on Figure 4: In testing for freedom and bondage, the function BOUND

serves to "mark" the specified occurrence of the variable a in the expression by

replacing a with the atom %0%. It then calls on the function BINDI to determine

if that marked location is within the scope of a binding operator and, moreover,

if that binding operator governs a. To determine if the term ~ remains free,

PSVAR bypasses the function BOUND because the location is already marked. PSVAR

must calIon BINDI for each free variable in ~.

Proper Substitutions for Predicate Letters. Recall that PARAM is a list of

nonsubstitutable variables. Any variable in the language which is not a member

of PARAM can, by proper substitution, be replaced by a well-formed term. For the

following discussion, let PARAM = (W X Y Z). Let A,B,C be individual variables,

and let the predicate letters F and G have degrees <l 0 1 0> and <l 0 2 0>

respectively.

Consider the sentence of first-order logic:

vz3x (F (X) --7., F (Z)).
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·coma' ~ 1

·.1
~

Is there a, <COUNT>
No BETUI1Noccurrence of a?

"
;

Is this occUrrence . Yes 'MARK' thl.s ocourrence of a
of ex free? in¢

t J .

H COUNT ~_COUNT + 1
FV ~ list of free variables..

.' which occur-in ~

.

Substitute t3 'ror the Yes

I- 'MARKED' place in ¢

~.-;;;;>-. empty? ..

. No

·CS ~ first "element in FV
FV - FV,..· [first element of FV]

. . .

t .

'.

Yes
BIND1:
if a were a simple term in the

~COUNT~ COUNT +1 I No
I MARKED' . place in ¢, would"
be free?·..

Fig. 4. PSVAR[q ~ ¢]
ProPG",,,substitution of q for 13 in the
express:Lon¢~



The proper substitution of the formula G(A,Y) for the one-place predicate F in

the above sentence takes place as follows:

1. replace every occurrence of F by G(A,Y);
2. successively replace each variable (which is not an eleme~t ofPARAM)

of G(A,Y), in order, by the arguments of F. Here,Ai~. replaced by X

in the first Occurrence of F; by Y in. the se.cond occurrenc", of F;>

3. the resulting expression is·:

V'Za X; (G(X, Y) --7 - G(Z, Y) ) .

There is one restriction impoped on this substitution operation. No va.riable that

occurred in the formula G occurs in the sentence we started with. (A preci~e

characterization of proper substitution for predicate letters appears in Kalish

and Montague (1964, pp. 157ff).)

In the program, thefunctiori PSPRED [X ~ p] carries out the proper substitution

of the predicate ~ by X in the expression~. The flow diagram of PSPRED is given

in Figure 5. The routine first checks to see if X and ~ have arguments in common.

~--~~-~-~----------~------

Insert Ffgure 5 about here

-.-- -'- -- -- -- ---- ---- -- -----

If they do, the function returpsN1L. Otherwise, PSPRED computes the list of

substitutable variables, L;andproceeds, for each occurrence of ~ and its

arguments Oil'''' ,Oim' to successively c,,:ll on PSVAR U\EL Oii X] in order to obtain

the proper instance of )( which will replace the formula ~. If there are no

occurrences of ~ in !p, thenPSPREDrepurns tu'*.

The functions PSVAR aridcPSPRED, which carry out the two kinds o~proper

substitutions, are used in constructing derivations or proofs, i.e., they are used

to compute a line which is an instance of an axiom or· previously· proven theorem.

The next sections explain how these procedures are used by an individual in

constructing a proof or derivation.

3. Instantiation Procedures for Nonlogical Axiomatic Theories

Each kind of substitution procedure (PSVAR and PSPRED) can be characterized

in terms of its use in constructing proofs or derivations, i.e., for obtaining

instances of an axiom or theorem.

Simultaneous Universal Instantiation. An axiomatic theory consists of two

things: (a) the class of nonlogical constants, and (b) a class of axioms, which is

any recursive class of formulas containing no nonlogical constants other than those

in (a). The manner for defining the class of constants was already discussed
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CT ... 1
VARLrST'" SORT [free variables iuX]

Is VARLIST n [variables in ¢] empty?

Yes

(J '.... FIND ,[the CT occurrence of" in ¢]

.No RETURN an error

There was none'

Is~ a predicate?

ARGLIST- (all,but'first element of a)

VARLIST - (-remove parameters from VARLIST)

V":' X

Replace a in ¢ by
'if

Yes

't .... FSVAR [(first element of ARGLIST)
(first element of VARLIST)
'if]

ARGLIST all but first element of ARGLIST

VARLIST all but 'first element of VARLIST

Fig. 5. PSPRED[X n ¢]
Proper substitution of X for n in the expression ¢.
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(page 7). The class of axioms is composed of a list of well-formed formulas.

Each formula has a distinct name associated with it'.withwhich 'the user can refer

to the axiom. Below is an example of .a.classofaxioms fora.Euclidean geometry

in a one dimensional space. (The vocabulary was alreaqy specified where B is a

three-place predicate denoting "betweenness" and the ,variables W, X, Y, and Z

are point s on a line.)

NAME

f>XA

f>XB

f>XC

f>XD

f>XE

FORMULA

B(X, Y,X) --; X = Y

B(X,Y,Z) --; B(Z,Y,X)

(B(X,Y,W) & B(Y,Z,W)) --;B(X,Y,Z)

(B(X,Y,Z) OR B(Y,Z,X)) OR B(Z,X,Y)

((NOT Y = Z) & B(X,Y,Z)) & B(Y,Z,W))--; B(X,Z,W)

The command for this kind of instantiation is the name of the axiom'or theorem.

The program types outthe.formula associated with the name and then presents each

The student types a well-formed term

To obtain an instance of. p;y;A, . the sequence

distinct free variable V. in the expression.
l

of the dummy V. in the dummy pattern of that expression is
l

pattern is then typed out, in the usual format, as a new

Ti . Each occurrence

replaced by T. . The
l

line of the proof or derivation.

As an example, take axiom AXA.*

of commands is:
AXA B(X, Y,X) --; X = Y

X: :W

Y::X (1) B(W,X, W) --; W = X

all items typed by the user; all other
program.

The ~ Procedure. 'PSI is the command name of the second kind of

instantiation procedure. It is used to indicate that one wishes to take an

instance of a formula by proper substitution for individual variables and

predicates. The user indicates which formulas or terms are to be substituted for

the predicates and the free variables, respectively, and gives the order in

which the substitutions are to be made.

In the PS procedure, the actual value of the axiom or theorem, not the

pattern, is referenced. The student types:

PS: <name of axiom or previously proved theorem>

If, for some reason, the axiom or theorem is not available, an error message is

printed. Otherwise, the computer types a double colon indicating that the program

is waiting for a response, and the user gives the sequence of substitutions by

typing either the pair

*The convention is to underline
information is typed by the computer
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PS THlO

· . P ,</Z(G(Y,Z))

· . F F(A,W)

· . W Y

· . (n)

1. <variable>: <well~formed term>

or 2. <predicate letter> : <well-formed formula>

where <variable> and <predicate letter> all belong to the vocabulary of the

theory. One or more such pairs could be typed. In fact, no pair can be typed

and the result obtained will be the axiom or theorem itself.

The user indicates the end of the sequence by typing only the ALTMODE ($).
Each substitut.ion request is then ,,-pplied, in the order in which it was typed,

to the result of the previous substitution in the sequence. The first is, of

course, applied to the axiom or theorem itself.

As an example, take the theorem THW to be ('</ X(F X -> p)) ~ (3 X(F X -> plJ..

If F is a one-place predicate and P is a zero-place predicate, the command

sequence to generate line (n) might look like this.

('<f X(F(X,Y) -> '</Z(G(Y,Z))))...." (3X(F(X,Y)) ->

'</ Z(G(Y,Z)))

Line (n) was obtained by

1. Proper substitution of '</Z G(Y,Z) for P in THIO to give

('</ X(F X -> '</Z(G(Y,Z))))H:(3x(F X) -> (,</ Z(G(Y,Z))):.

2. Proper substitution of F(A,W) for F in the result of (1):

('</ X(F(X,W) -> '</Z(G(y,Z))))~((3X(F(X,W))) -> (V Z(G(Y,Z)))}.

3. Proper substitution of Y for free occurrences of W to obtain the

formula on line (n).

The command Procedure PS merely c~ecks to See which kind of substitution is

desired and then calls on either the function of PSVAR (page i 7) or the function

PSPRED (page 17) to carry ·it out. However, once the neW line is formed, the

procedure reparses the formula in order to guarantee that all of the computed

new terms agree with the corresponding TYPE parameters of the term-makers and

formula-makers.

4. Axioms and Theorems

Below is a brief description of how the axioms and theorems are added to

the command language when the user is in. TEACHER mode, and how the. formulas

are processed so that the user can reference them as indicated in Section 3.
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Adding Axioms ~ ~ 'System. To assist in describing the program procedures

for adding axioillsto the underlying nonaxiomatic logical system, somete:dnihology

is introduced or reiterated here. Each axiom has a name,sbmemneumonic made up

of alphanumeric characters only. The formula cp is the value (VAL) oftne name.

If cp is parsed and its closure formed (CLOSED) such that cp has the form

Vet!" .. Van0/, then 0/ is the matrix of cpo The dummy pattern is formed for the

axiom by dropping the preceding string of universal quantifiers 'Val'" .';:Idand
, n

replacing each free occurrence of the individual variables a
l

, .. · ,an in the

matrix by an alphabetic variant--the dummy. Th:istransformed matrix, already

in the prefix-list notation due to the parsing, is the dummy pattern (PATTERN)

associated with the axiom name.

The REQUEST~ is the list of variables of generalizati on (ai' .. ; ,an)'

i.e., the variables occurr~ng free in the matrix. Each element on the REQUEST

list is in the vocabulary and, therefore, has a TYPE label associated, with it.

The list of these types, ordered in accordance with the REQUEST list" is, called

the TYPE~. Each of the five efement$--VAL; CLOSED, dummy PATTERN, REQUEST

list, TYPE list--is an attribute on a property list associated with the axiom

name.

How:!2.~ the Axioms l:E Constructing Proofs. A line of a derivation of

proof may be obtained by universal instantiation of an axiom as demonstrated

in Section 3. When the user types the axiom 'name, the program replies with

the value VAL associated with the axiom. (Note that the axiom as given by the

teacher is always typed out or, at any rate,the representation preferred by

the teacher is always typed out. In most cases, this would mean omitting any

universal quantifiers whose scope is the whole fo:rrnula.) Each member of the

REQUEST ,list is then presented and follOwed by a double 'colon to indicate that

the progr,am expects a response from the user. The program, in each case,

expect s to receive a well-formed' te~m of the' same type,,;; the corresponding

element in theTYFE list. (If the TYPE is "T," any t~rinis acceptable.)

The acceptable terms are paired with the dummy of the variable from the'REQUEST

list in order to form a sequence of substitutions.

After all the elements of the REQUEST list have been preserted, and the

substitution sequence has been completely specified, the, Pl'ogr{3Illcarries ,out

precisely, for each dummy-term pair, the proper substitution of the term for

the dummy variable in the matrix of the axiom (that is, PSVAR [term dummy matrixl.)
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To continue the example given earlier, the property list of the axiom

AXA is:

VAL

CLOSED

PATTERN

REQUEST

TYPE

B(X, Y,X) -> X '" Y

"IX( VY( B(X, X,X) -> X = X))

(..... (B %X% %Y'/o %X%)(= %X% %Y'/o))
(X X)

(POINT POINT)

Specifying ~ Axiom 2E the System. To speCify an axiom, the teacher types

and responds to the following sequence

AXIOM-
NAME:: <name of the axiom>

WFF' . <a well-formed fOrmula>

After seeing the name of the axiom and checking to see {fit is distinct from

any other name associated withformulas,the program types 'WFF: :'in order to

request the formula. The formula must be well formed. If it is not, the

request is repeated. If the user changes his mind, he can type an ALTMODE to

get out of the entire command sequence. This escape route is available for all

command sequences in both the TEACHER and STUDENT modes of operation (see

Figure' 16).

If-the' formula is accepted, the attributes for the axiom are computed, the

axiom name is added to the general AXIOMLIST and the program continues. G",nerally,

in the TEACHER mode, the user specifies curriculum to be presented to other users,

the "students." As such, the program differentiates between the general al!'iom

list (the list of all the axioms specified by th;y,-teacher) and the list of

al!'ioms the student may Use. An axiom is not placed on the student's __ axiom list

(and thereby made available to that student for constructing proofs) until a

command to do so is given in the curriculum (see page 63, on Defining Problems).

Adding Theorems to~ System. A theorem is a form\.lla of a theory derivable

from the axioms of the theory alone. -A theorem is processed in much the same

can be named and used in

is true of formulas chosen

proved, it

(The same

way as an axiom. Once a theorem has been

constructing other proofs or derivations.

as lemmas by the student.)

A theorem is used in the same manner as axioms in the construction of

proofs or derivations. The name ofa theorem specified by the user in the

TEACHER mode is always 'TH' concatenated with a positive integer'. Thus the
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teacher can order and number the theorems. This is the only case in which a

command name is not an alphabetic string. The program uses the numerical',portion

of the command to guarantee that the uSer is permitted only instances of theorems

which he has already proven. Attached to a theorem name are the attributes VAL,

CLOSED, dummy PATTERN, REQUEST list, and TYPE list. These attributes are

computed and used just as for the axioms.

Specifying!:: Theorem 2E the System. The format of the command to specify

a theo:rernifthe user.is ,in theTEI\CllERmode is:

THEOREM

NUMBER:: <positive integer>

WFF" <well-formed formula>

The formula is processed exactly as that for an axiom. The name of the theorem

automatically becomes 'TH<positive integer>.'

Formulas proven, by the User, while in STUDENT mode are named at the

completion of the ,proof (see page 68, Requesting Problems at Run Time).

PART III. THE COMMAND LANGUAGE

L Introduction

The result of using the language M to specify an axiomatic system is to

build too command language C. The instructional program interprets a sequence

of well-formed commands C. belonging to C as an algorithm for constructing a
~

.derivationor proof of' a formula in the specified system,

Two commands have already been given: (a) the name of an axiom or of an

established theorem, and (b) the procedure PS. If, the command takes the form of

a simplemileumonicthat was, defined as the name of an axiom or theorem, the

program carries out the procedure previously presented (page 22). These codes,

as well as those for the fulesof inference and the special procedures (like

PS), are "executed" by the program with the result that the, program generates

new lines of a derivation or proof. Line by line, .the user types commands

until the desired formula has been generated.

The command language consists of code for the 'rules governing substitution

(as already explained), sentential rules and quantifier rules that reflect the

basic logical system (see 'especially Appendix II for a summary of these

sentential :rules), laws ofideritity, and rules for definite descriptions. '

Specifically these are:



4.
5.

1. ~ procedures: coilditional proof (CP), indirect proof (IP), and

universal derivation (UG);

2. Six primitive~ of inference: modus ponens (AA), three rules

for quantification (US, ES, EG), two rules for the logic of

ideritity (IDC, IDS), as well as two interchange'rulesto permit

the replacement of a well-formed formula or term by an equivalent

forinulaorterm within a line of a derivation or prOof;

3. Generalized interchange rule..'.': these permit an interchange on

the basis of an axiom of theorem: that' has the form of' a

generalized identity or material bi~conditional;

Derived rules of inference; and
;.- "~--- ',"'.

Miscellaneous~: delete the last line (DLL), enter a line

(ENT)" INITiative to request problems is given to the student,

SROW that a li~e is a valid inference to make, and HELP the

user. complete his proof.

Thegenel'al syntax for. the commandlangllage is:

<command> ·.- <llne reference'$>«Gommand- 'name> <occurrence references>:

<Qther information>.$ I<line references> <command name>

<o~currence,references>:$

<line references> ::=<line number> I <sequence of. line numbers> I¢
<sequence of line numbers>

·.-
<occurrence referenceS>

·.-

<sequence of line numbers> . '<line' m.nnber> I<line number>

<occurrence number> <sequen~e of occurrence numbers> I¢
<sequence of occurrence numbers>

<line number>

<occurrence number>

<command name>

·.-

· .-
· .-

<sequence of occurrence numbers> • <occurrence number>. I
<occurrence number>

nonnegative integer (the number of a line already

generated and not closed off)

nonnegative integer

<axiom name> I TR<nonnegative' integer> IPS IWE' IGENI

<proof procedure> I<primitive rule of inference> I
<derived rule of inference> I<miscellaneous codes>'
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<proof procedure>

<primitive rule of inference>

<miscetlaneous codes>

<derived rule of inference>

<other information>

· .-

· .-

• 0.-

cp'l IP! UG

REI RQ. I AAI IDC I IDS IESI US , EG

DLL lENT I INITI SHOW I HELP

string of alphabetic characters (other

than those already reserved)

<well~f'ormedexpression>l<name>I <variable>

If the execution of a command code requires one or more further responses

from the user, the interpreter always types a double colon to indicate that it

is ready to accept the response.

After the user types a command, the interpreter performs a syntactic

analysis of it. If any syntax error is located, the· command is.ignored and an

appropriate error message is printed. Detecting syntax errorsls straightforward,

and the benefit of concise error messages should be clear. These messages can

reteach a particular command's format. By typing the cOmmand name and then

successively making corrections in the syntax as directed by the error messages,

the user could learn to properly format the command.

This initial analysis of a command is Sufficiently standard so that message

forms can be stored and retrieved from a peripheral device and the interpreter

can compute appropriate insertions. Three main syntactic analysis routines

make use of these messages. They serve to

1. read in.the command;

2. dispatch the command to the appropriate processing routine; and

3. check the syntax of the command in terms of the line and

occurrence references.

These three routines are presented as block diagrams in Figure 6. Each circled

number designates an error return from the routine: the error message (as

numbered in Figure 7) is completed and printed.

--- -- --- - - - ....- -- ... - --- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - --
Insert Figures 6 and 7 about here

The rest of this section contains a detailed description of each of the

five elements of the command language listed above. Included in each discussion

are definitions, program procedures for learning and carrying out the commands,

together with some examples.
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--.,.---.,.-------- error, there is no name-@

Form the list of line references

I
Get the command name

I
Form the list of occurrence references

I
Is there anything else in the user's
response? -'"'--~_-_~- _

yes

Is the first character a colon?

yes

Store the rest of the response as

'other information'-------------~--

error, cannot~

error, cannot--®

n0-8

error, no--@)

error, there is

nothing after the

colon -----I@

Figure 6. Syntax Analysis--
(a) Read in the Command
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Iyes

in the line

I
error, cannot

side of axiom

Short form:

find. distance

of left-hand

Iyes

@)
no

yes

nol
for each variable

on the request list

. the response may·be:

IAn escape from the

command?

Check the type of the term -·error-@

The term? -----error

yes

Process as a general rule--check
yes____....... the syntax; all other errors are

application errors

I
Check the syntax

t~e ---error -----®
errors---~

-------. errors ---27-39
'-../

curriculum rules?

yls~

Has the student

proven this

theorem?

""6

no

no

no

no

Is the command 'TH'?

Command €

Does the command belong

to the student's rulelist?

Does command belong to the
------<....

student's axiom list?

Command € curriculum axioms?

I
no yes~

Command € special rules?

I
no no--@

Evaluate the command:

check Isyntax

wff eJpression required? -------yes, but not
I .delete the last Ilne?
I

quantification rules

Figure 6. Syntax Analysis--
(b) Dispatch the Command to the

Appropriate Processing Routine
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_--_---yes, error--0

no, error-0

no, error-0

Check the number of

------------- error, not the right number-@line references

I
For each line reference, do:

Is the line number a

non-negative integer?

Does tJe line exist in

the proof? ------------

I
Is the line within the

body of a completed

subsidiary derivation?

ok
Check the number of
occurrence references

I
For each occurrence refer~nce,

is it a non-negative number?

I
Is any other information required?

no I yes

,error, not the right nwn"ber-@

error, n0---0

Does any otherDoes any other

information exist?

(~ Yes@)ror

information

nO.',I~or
(9.

exist?

I~
~

Figure 6. Syntax Analysis_-
(c) Check the Syntax of the Command
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l. <command name> REQUIRES ONE LINE NUMBER.
2. <colDllland name> REQUIRES <number of premises> LINE NuMBER.
3. THE LINE REFERENCE MUST BE A NUMBER.
4. THERE IS NO LINE <line number>.
5. YOU MAY NOT USE LINE <line number>. LINE <line number> DEPENDS ON

THE WORKING PREMISE LINE <line at which the working premis"wa~

introduced> WHICH IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE.
(3. YOU MAY NOT USE LINE <line number>. LINE <line number> DEPENDS ON

THE ASSUMPTION FOR UNIVERSAL GENERALIZATION MADE AT LINE <the gen
command precedes this line>.

7. <command name> REQUIRES AN OCCURRENCE NUMBEJL.
8. <colDllland name> REQUIRES <number of occurrences> OCCURRENCE NUMBERS.
9. THE OCCURRENCE NUMBER MUST BE A NUMBER.

10. <colDllland name> DOES NOT EXPECT A COWN WITH AN EXPRESSION OR SYMBOL
TO FOLLOW.

ll. A NUMBER MUST FOLLOW A PERIOD.
12. NO COMMAND REQUESTED?
13. AN EXPRESSION; SYMBOL OR NAME. MUST FOLWW A COLON IN THE .COMMAND.
14. THE FORMAT IS INCORRECT. AN OCCURRENCE NUMBER OR A COLON MUST

FOLLOW THE COMMAND NAME.
15. THERE IS NO OCCURRENCE IN LINE <line number> OF A TERM TO WHICH

THE RULE <command name> CAN BE APPLIED ..
16. THERE ARE NOT <number of occurrences> OCCURRENCES IN LINE <lin"

number> OF A TERM TO WHICH THE RULE <colDllland name> CAN BE APPLIED.
17. TRY AGAIN.
18. NOT A WELL-FORMED TERM.
19. THE TYPE OF THE 'TERM MUST BE <type name>,
20. YOU HAVE. NOT PROVEN THEOREM <theorem number>.
2l. YOU MAY NOT USE RULE <command name> IN .THIS PROBLEM,
22. YOU MAY NOT USE THE <colDllland name> AXIOM.
23. <command name> IS NOT A RULE.
24. <user's response> IS NOT A WELL-FORMED EXPRESSION.
25, THERE IS NO LINE TO DELETE,
26. LINE <line number> IS A PREMISE AND CANNOT BE DELETED.
27. <term of instantiation> CANNOT BE USED AS A VARIABLE OF INSTANTIATION.

YOU ALREADY KNOW SOMETHING ABOUI <term of instantiation>.
28. <variable> WAS INTRODUCED AS AN ARBITRARY INDIVIDUAL FOR THE PURPOSE

OF UNIVERSAL DERIVATION;
29. <variable> IS ALREADY MENTIONED IN LINE <line number>.
30. <term> IS NOT A VARIABLE OF INSTANTIATION.
3l. <term> IS NOT A VARIABLE OF GENERALIZATION.
32. <term> OCCURS FREE IN LINE <line number>.
33. LINE <line number> DOES NOT OCCUR AFTER THE LAST GEN WAS REQUESTED.
34. <variable> WAS THE LAST VARIABLE OF GENERALIZATION REQUESTED.
35. THERE IS NOT A FREE OCCURRENCE OF <term> IN LINE <line number>.
36. THERE ARE NOT <number of occurrences> FREE OCCURRENCES OF <term>

IN LINE <line number>.
37. THE VARIABLE OF GENERALIZATION MUST NOT OCCUR FREE IN THE TERM.
38. AT LEAST ONE OF THE OCCURRENCES OF <alpha> ON WHICH YOU ARE

GENERALIZING IS BOUND IN LINE <line number>.
39. IMPROPER APPLICATION OF <command name>.

Figure 7. Syntactic Error Message Forms.
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2. Proof Procedures

To facilitate the' construCtion of proofs and derivations three derivation

or proof procedures are available. They constitute the ·heart of a natural

deduction formulation of first-order logic. Two of these, the conditional

proof (Cp) and indirect prodf{ IP),depend on the introduction ofawor)<:ing

premise ('WP). The third is' Universal derivation (UG)inwhich the user establishes

a universal· statement., UG (for "Universal Generalization") depends (as explained

below) on the user' si3-nnouncing his'intention to generalize a particular individual

variable (this is done with the conunand GEN).

The conunand language is similar to a progranuning language;eachconunand

is an instruction to' the interpretive system. A well-formed conunand, executed

by that system', constitutes an application of a rule to construct 'an expression

in the first-orde'r theory. This defines the construction in terms of purely

mechanical manipulations of expressions.

Associated with the notion of executing a sequential list of instructions

that belong toa (progranuning) 'language is the concept of subroutines. A

subrol.1tine'is acomplicatedconunand that has a name, a possibly empty set of

formal parfuneters :and a body. The body is a sequence of commands that

manipulatetheforlllal parameters. Moreover, each routine is delimited by

identif·iers"that indicate the beginning and end of the subroutine. Such routines

iliustrate the idea. of blOck .structuring, or grouping, 'of commands. In the

usual sense,a blOck structure is a means of defining the scope of identifiers.
'. '-',' '.. - ',._ ,'_ _'.' ,'0 _ ..

Variables; arrays and definitions maybe declared at the head of a block and

have no significance outside this block. The importance of ' a block comes from

the fact that blocks may be nested, L e., the beginning of a new block may be

declared within the body of another blo,ck.D"'fipitions at the .head of a block

have meaning only within ·that 'block and any that it encloses.

Clearly the conunand sequences for obtaining instances of axioms and

previously proved theorems, maybe ,viewed as a black or subsidiary routine.

The c6mnland name is the name' of the routine as well as the beginning delimitor,

the substitutable variables are the parameters and ALTMODE is the ending

delimitor. But this might be carrying an analogy too far. The three proof

procedures described below serve as sharper analogies to programming 'with

subroutines. In the sequel, consider thecomm,andmhewnon{Gs CP, IP and UG

as the' names of suoroutinesofa progrfunrrling language.
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WP. For CP and IP, the beginning of a block is denoted by the simple

command WP. WPitself is an instruction to the program, first, to set up

the mechanisms for specifying the beginning of a proof procedure,,,nd second,

to allow the user to enter a premise of his own into the derivation. This is

a working premise; the lines of the derivation are conditional upon it. The

neW premise can be thought of as a formal parameter since it only has meaning

within the block. Once the block is closed (boxed off or completed) by the

ending delimitor (in this case, the command containing the name of the proof

procedure), the premise entered by the WP rule "an no longer be referenced as

a line of the proof.

The body of the block is. a sequence of arbitrary but finite-length lines

that occur between the delimiting lines, Le., those generated by the WP and the

CP or IP commands. Once a procedure is completed, the block is closed off and

no line in the body may be referenced as a line of the proof.

Analogous to the notion of the nesting of subroutines, several working

premises may bere'luested in (not necessarily contiguous) succession. The

program retains ~he order of this series of WPre'luests so that only the last

WP entered may be. closed, L e. J referenced in a CP or IP command. Moreover,

although the user may be able to generate the correct expression for solving

the derivation problem, he has not solved the problem unless. all the WP's have

been closed. In other word", lik;e a well-formed computer prograJll' every beginning

of a routine must. have. awelhdefined end. To help the user ke",p track of the

block structure, the program indents. several spaces for each open WP leach level

of in"ompletednesting);

The command format for. WP is Mmply the mneumonic:

WP (i) <well-formed formula>

The program types the number of the neW line and the user enters a well-formed

formula as a premise.

CPo The user can construct or generate a conditional statement by

introducing the antecedent of that statement. as a working premise,by working

out a derivation of theconse'luent in the usual manner, but making it conditional

up~nthe entered premise, and by then using the CP rule to finally derive the

conditional statement. The format for the command is

<line a>. <line b> CP

where <line a> refers to the last Ylorking premi"e introduced and <line b> refers
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to any line of the derivation. Of course, <line a> and <line b> can refer to

the same line. The formula on <line a> becomes the antecedent and that' on <line b>

the consequent of'tlEconditional statement formed. CF indicat,es that the

particular WP is now closed. The delimiting line is <line b>. If <lineb>

comes before <line a> in the derivation sequence, then the body of the block

is empty and only <line a> becomes unavailable.

As an example, a proof ofR ... (EOR ,F) is provided in Figure 8.

Insert Figure 8 about here

IF. In order to derive a formula cp, the user may introduce the negation of

cp as a working premise (wp). He then attempts to construct ''it and (NOT 'it) ,as two

lines of the proof or derivation, thus establishing the logical truth of the

negation of the working premise. This is known as a proof by contradiction,

or reductio ad absurdum.

The IF command requires a sequence of three line numbers to precede it as

follows:

<line a> . <line b> . <line c> IF

where <line a> refers to the last working premise entered and <line b> is the

denial of <line c>. The program generates as a new line the denial of ,the

premise on <line a>. An exampl~ of a p;roof u~:icng; the indirect derivation

procedure is given in Figure 9.

Insert Figure 9 about here

~ and UG. Universal derivation, or generalization (UG), permits the

user to establish a universal statement, i. e., one of the form 'If 0: cp,as a line
" ';""

of the derivation or proof. The beginning of the sequence of commandq for

obtaining this universal statement is denoted by the command GEN. In using this

command, the user indicates which variable, Ci, he wants to introduce as "an

arbitrary individual for the purpose of' universal derivation. 'The 'command format

is:

GEN: <eX>
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,D~RIVE

=* 1. 2CP$

CORRECi •••

R ->(R on F)

(2) H OR ~

(3) R ->(R OR P)

Fig. 8.

H OReN01 R)

Conditional proof.

=*'3FDl
:·:*N01 H$ (4)

: *'3.lh IP. ,»

1*2.2. IP. (6)

1*'6FDS
: UR$ (7)

IUCD1$ ,.)
1*1.1.8IPS (9)

CDfiHECT•••

*,NOT CROR (NOT R)),.

•••
•••
R ORCNOl R)

N01 H

NOT R

eNOl R>OR R

R OHeNOl R)

R OReNO; 1'0

F:ig. 9. Indirect proof.

DERIVE Po YeF Y -> f' Y)

uGEN:X$
XCANNOl BE ~SED AS Po vARIABLE.OF

GEN£RALIZAlIONJ 11 ISNOlAN AHBIlRARY INDIVID!JAt..

:*2.2CP$ (3) F Y-> r Y

1lI<3UGzY$ (4) A Y([o- Y-> .F Y)

CORRECT •.••

Fig. 10. Universal derivation.



The notion.of'hesting GEN's is like that of the WP's so the discussion on block

structures will not be. repeated except to note that GEN'sand WP's can be

nested within one another, i. eo, one or more working premises may be entered

after the GEN command is accepted. However, the universal derivation introduced

by a GEN request cannot be completed unless all such working premises are

closed. Conversely, GEN commands that occur after a working premise is entered

must be closed before the external WP can be.

This derivation procedure is intended to capture the proof technique in

which one demonstrates that every object has a certain property by shoWing that

an arbitrary object from the universe of discourse has the property. Consequently,

the interpreter must ensure that the object a indicated for this .purpose is

actually an arbitrary one. This is done by determining if a occurs free in any

antecedent line cp. (FREEANYWHEREP;:'(j1.]). An "antecedent line" is defined as anyl .. ·l

line occurring in the proof which has not already been closed off by one of the

pairs WP~CP, WP-IP, orGEN-UG. If the a is accepted, the program types 'OK'.

GEN does not generate a line. The main reason for its use in the

generalization procedure is to prevent the user from performing a number of

unnecessary steps; for example, without GEN, the user may discover several

steps later that he cannot generalize Over a variable as he had intended.

Furthermore,by introducing.a into the proof, the user is prevented from using

a as a variable of specification in ES (existential specification rule, page 40),

which violates· the restriction on the latter rule. This GEN announcement is

one method used to reduce the amount of irrelevant work and at the same time

emphasizes the care needed in introducing new variables.

After the user has constructed the matrix Vof the desired universally

quantified formula, he types the command

<line a> UG: < a>

where <line a> refers to the line containing V. This line must occur after the

last GEN and the <a> must be the last variable of generalization specified.

Thus, the new line is formed. A simple example of GEN-UG is given in Figure 10.

Insert Figure 10 about here

Note that GEN serves as a delimitor so that if the user types an improper UG

command an appropriate error message is given.
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3. Primitive Rules of Inference

Modus Ponendo Ponens (M). By the classical rule of~ ponens, a

Symbolic sentence q:>' may be inferred from the symbolic sentence 1\r -+ q:>. and1\r.

If a derivation consists of lines

(1) P -7 Q

(2) P

then, the command L 2M generates the newline: (3) Q. The mneumonic' M

stands for "affirm the antecedent," which suggests the semantical. analysis of

the rule.

The M command is processed in the same manner as a derived rule of

inference. This procedure is discussed in detail in the section on derived

rules of inference (page 47ff.). Rules of inference for·sentential logic

include Form a Conjunct (FC), Form a Disjunct (FD), Double Negation (DN),

and Deny the Consequent (DC), to name a few familiar ones.

Rule ..£! Universal Specification (US). The implementation of the three

rules for quantification theory reflect the standard characterizations of these

rules. In the following, let a be a variable, ~ a term,and q:>and 1\r formulas.

The principle of specification permits the deduction' of some symbolic

formula 1\r from a universal statement~. The rule of universal specification

US (sometimes referred to as universal instantiation) states that 1\r comes from

q:> .by PSVAR[~' a q:>] for some term ~. The~ of instantiation is ~.

The intuitive content of this rule may be expressed in the slogan "what

is true of everything is true of any given thing." The 'Onlyrestriction on ~

is that it can be properly substituted for the indicated universal quantifi'cation

variable. The procedure for carrying out the rule must also ensure that the

computed type for ~ is consistent with that for a. The command format for US is

<line number> US

<n> :: <13>

where the line reference must contain a universal statement. The interpreter

types the variable of 'generalization a found on the line and then a double

co:J-on to request the USer enter~. Tae new line is 1\r .where 1\r ~ PSVAR[~ a q:>].

A simple example of this command is:
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(1) 'v' X(F X --? 3 x(G(x, Y»)

1 US

X::Z (2) F(z)--?3 X(G(X,Y»

Rule ~ Existential Generalization (EG). The rule of existential generalization

(EG) permits an inference from some expression t to an existentially quantified

statement :;lex cp, where, for some term 13, 13 contained in t, t ~ PSVAR[ex 13:}P]

The formulat may contain more than one occurrence of 13 and it may not be

the case that the user wants to generalize over all such occurrences. In

typing the command, the user must specify a sequence of occurrenCe references

for each occurrence of a 13 in t that is to be considered.

In order to apply this generalization processFREE[13 t acc] must equal T for

each referenced occurrence acc of 13. Moreover, ex cannot occur free in t(FREEANYWHERE,
[a''0 ~ NIL). Otherwise, in substituting a for 13 in t to obtain cp and in forming

the existential statement 3a cp, t will not be obtainable by PSVAR!i? ex ,Cp].

The format for the EG command is

<line number> EG <sequence of occurrence references>

<:]:X> : </3>

The user states on which line to find the t and specifies each occurrence of 13

to be considered in the generalization procedure. The program then requests

the user to type the variable of generalization ex followed by a colon followed

by the term 13. For example:

(1) G(X,Y) ~F Y

1 EG 1.2

:: Z,Y

1 EG 1

.. Z:Y

but the request

1 EG 1.2

(2) 3z(G(X,Z) ~ F(Z»)

(3) 3 Z(G(X,Z) ~ F(Y)

:: X:Y could not be carried out since this would generate the

expression 3x(G(x,X) ~F(X) in which the second occurrence of X is no longer

free. Consequently, substituting Y for X in this expression does not yield the

original formula of line 1.
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Rule ~ Existential Specification (ES). In order to infer that what is

true of something is true of a particular thing, the user calls on the rule

of existential specification (or instantiation) ES. This rule lets us deduce

from the existential statement 3 ex cp the formula \jr, where \jr = PSVAR[ J3 qgp] for

some variable 13. Since it is possible to· generate fallacies in identifying.·

variables, a restriction is placed on the variable 13: 13 must be new to the

derivation; it must not have occurred in any previous line. (This includes

nonantecedent lines and is somewhat overly cautious.) Included in the meaning

of "occurred in any previous line" is the restriction that the user must not

have stated an intent to universally generalize over 13. Like the US rule, the

interpreter must ensure that the computed type for 13 is consistent with that

for ex. The command format for ES is

<line number> ES

<ex> ::.::12

where the line referenced must contain an existential statement. Theprogram

types the variable of generalization ex on the next line and requests the

user type 13. If 13 has occurred in any previbus line,an error message is

printed. Otherwise, \jr is computed from cp by PSVAR[ j3 ex (p].

An example of the command sequence is:

(1) 3Y(F Y ,.... G X)

(2) 3Y(G Y)

(3) G X

(Z does not occur inllnes 1, 2, or 3.)

(The error message tells where X was
first encountered.)

X CANNOT BE USED AS A VARIABLE OF INSTANTIATION.

2 ES

Y::z(4)GZ

2 ES

Y::X

YOU ALREADY KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT X.

XIS ALREADY MENTIONED IN LINEr.
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The Logic 2! Identity (IDe and IDS). Two new primitive rules of inference

are needed to obtain a formulation of the first-order predicate calculus with

identity. (These rules occur in Kalish and Montague, 1864, p. 220.) No

attempt is made here to justify the choice of these two primitive rules from

among the several possible ones other than to demonstrate that, with these two

rules at our 'disposal, the interchange laws (RE and RQ), the law of symmetry

(CE), the law of reflexivity (LT) and the transitivity of identity (TR) are

derivable as rules of inference. Of these five rules, only RE and RQ are

described in detail. Use of CE as a rule of inference should be clear from

the discussion on derived rules of inference and the property lists given in

Appendix II.

The rules have been named IDC and IDS, with the 'ID' part standing for

'identity'. As shown below; the command format for the first rule, IDC,· is

similar to that for EG and represents a form of conditionalizing for identity.

Likewise, IDS is a form of specification where the term of instantiation is

already specified within the formula itself.

The command format forIDC is:

<line number> IDC <sequence of occurrence references>

:: <LX> : <)3>

where <line number> points to the formula W. In order to apply this rule .for

each occurrence reference OCC, FREE[~W(IDC~]must equal T. The user specifies

the variable of generalization a and the term ~ such that a is not contained

in~. Then ~ is derived from W by replacing each referenced free occurrence

of ~ by the variable a. Since Wmust be obtainable by PSVAR[~Oiep], Ltherule

can be used only if a does not occur free anywhere in W.

IDC permits the following possible sequence of lines to occur as part of

a possible derivation.

P (1) F(A) premise

P (2) X=X premise

1 IDe 1

.. B:A (3) 'v'B(B=A -> F(B))

2 IDC2

.. Z:X (4) 'v'Z( z=x -> x=z)

The command format for IDS is

<line a> IDS
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where <line a> points to a formula of the form '</0:(0:=[3 ,-,cp). The new line

generated is *where * comes from cp by proper substitution of [3 for 0:.

Figures 11, 12, and 13 establish that the interpreter, ,with IDS and IDC as

primitive rules of inference, captures first-order logic with identity.

Insert Figures 11, 12, 13 about here

----------------------------~-------

The proof of the law Of reflexiyity ('</ X(X=X)) is shown in Figure 11. If this

law is named as a theorem, say LT, then it may be used to prove CE, the

symmetry law (Figure 12). And that identity obeys the transitivity law, TR,

is proved in Figure 13. The three formulas (LT, CE, and TR) are the first

order axioms sometimes taken as definitive of identity.

Replace Eguals Rule (RE). It can be shown from the rules of identity that

X= Y,-,(F(X) = F( Y) )

where F is any l-place operation symbol (see Figure 14). This is Euclid's

Insert Figure 14 about here

postulate that corresponds to saying, if equals are substituted for equals,

the result is equal. As a derived rule of inference, we named this pattern RE.

Let 0:,[3 be terms, and let cp be a well-formed formula of the theory. Let

line 1 of a derivation contain the formulacp, and let line 2 have a formula

of the form 0:=[3. Then the replace equals rule (RE) says that if there is an

occurrence of 0: in cp then * (a new line of the derivation) is obtainable from

cp by replacing the occurrence of 0: by [3.

For example, if the derivation has lines

(1) C + (0 + A) = A + C

(2) 0 + A = A + 0

then, by the RE rule, where 0: = O+A, replacing 0: by [3 = A+O generates the

new line: C + (A + 0) = A + C.

Suppose there is more than one occurrence of 0: in cpo Let n = the number

of such occurrences and 1 < k < n, The kth occurrence of 0: in cp is determined

by scanning cp from left to right searching for~ pattern matches with 0:,

and counting until the kth such pattern match is found. Then the general RE
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Fig. 14. Euclid's Postulate. We first prove Leibniz~

Indiscernability of Identicals and give it the
name LEIBNIZ. A fOrm of LEIBNIZ can be taken as
definitive of identity within second-order logic.
The second derivation is a proof of Euclid's
Postulate, THA is the reflexitivity of the .identity.
Note the use of the PS procedure.
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rule says that ~ is obtainable from ~ by replacing the kth OcCUrrence of a in

~ by 13.

The format for the RE rule is

<line a> . <line b> RE <occurrence reference>

In other words, <line b>must refer to a line on which there is an identity

formula, and <linea> must have at least k occurrences of the left-hand side

of this identity formula. Then the kth occurrence, K can be replaced by the

right-hand side of the identity only if (a)FREE[d~K] .~ T; and (b) FREE:[13 PSVAR

[13 a ~] ~ T. This, of course, amounts to PSVAR[13 a <line a>].

In the f:irstexample, <occurrence reference> 1. The·corumand is 1.2REl.

As another example, let the two lines of a derivation be:

(2) A+(B+C) (A+(B+C)) + 0

(4) A+(B+C)~6.

Then, 2. 4RE:2 generates the new line: (5) A + (B + C) ~ 6 +0. If the command

had been 2.4RE3 (if <occurrence reference> >2), then the. rule.would not apply

and an error message would be typed.

Replace Eguivalents Rule (RQ). The replace equivalents rule, RQ, the

secohd ofihe interchange rules, is similar to RE. Let line 1 of a derivation

contain the formula ~,andlet line 2 have the formula of the form ~ IFF cpr.

The RQ rule may be described as follows: if there is an occurrence of cp in ~,

t.hen ~f (a new lihe) maybeiIlferred from ~by replacing the occurrence of ~

by ~f. Furthermore, like RE,theRQ rule must consider which occurrence of ~

to replace. The format for the RQ rules is:·

<line a> . <line b> RQ <occurrence reference>

For example,

(1) (VXFX&'3YGY) .... VXFX

(2) (VX F X) IFF (VY F Y)

1.2RQ2

(3) (VX F X & 3y G Y) .... VY F Y

The second line referenced must contain a materialbi-conditional, otherwise

an error message is printed.

·4. Generalized Interchange~

The interj;lreter accepts special commands as shortcuts for using an axiom

or theorem if that axiom or theorem is of the form a ~ 13 or ~. IFF "'. The

interpretation is based on the RE and RQ rules. The format for all such short



forms is:

<line number> <name of axiom or established theorem> <occurrence reference>

Suppose a derivation in Blementary algebra contains the line:

(:0 A+B = A +((-C) + (B+C))

Frequently in proof constructions requiring pattern manipulations, the student

may want to alter a term or a formula contained in a line of the derivation.

In the eX!l.lllple above, he may want to replace the occurrence of the term

(-C) + (B + C) with the term (B + C) + (-C). This requires an application of the

CA axiom: A+ B = B+ A, followed .by the RE rule. The steps of the derivation

would be:

CA A+B=B+A

A: :-C

B: :B+C

1.2REl

(2) (-C) + (B +C)= (B +C) + (-C)

(3) A+B = A+((B+C)+(-C))

The shortcut method for obtaining the formula on line 3 is to use the

command: lCA3. Since the command name is an axiom of established theorem, and

since the formula associated with the name is either an identity or a material

biconditional, the program automatically carries out the two-step procedure

shown above. Note that the program, not the user, determines the substitution

sequence B for obtaining the proper instantiation of the axiom .CA.

To illustrate the procedure further, and especially to show Why the

occurrence reference is 3, consider:againline (1) above. There are four

different possible applications of the CA axiom, i.e., instances of the left

hand side of the pattern for CA. Scanning left to right, they are

1. A+B= B+A

2. A+((-C)+(B+C)) = ((-C)+(B+C))+A

3. (-C)+(B+C) = (B+C)+(-C)

4. B+C = C+B

Since line 2 of the example corresponds to application 3, the occurrenCe number

must be 3.
In summary, this shortcut use of axioms and theorems is always permitted

if the formula associated with the axiom or theorem is of the form cx= 13 or

cp IFF 1Jr. In using the shortcut, the student must, of course, determine the

correct occurrence reference.
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5· Derived~ .2! Inference

Methods have been provided for specifying the formal system. Axioms

when specified, and lemmas and theorems when proved, are automatically entered

into the command language with instantiation procedures and with shortcut

applications (as explained in Section 4). An even more flexible framework

is achieved by providing a means for deriving new rules of inference--the

so-called "derived· rules."

To every theorem of logic there is a corresponding derived rule which is

indispensiblefrom the standpoint of decreasing the number of steps necessary

for a proof or derivation. The Use of a derived rule is effectively an

iteration of proper substitution, application of the rules to forma conjunction

(FC) and affirm the antecedent (AA). The instructional program contains two

algorithIits:: for deriving new rules: one for theorems of the form CP'->V, and the

other for theorems and axioms of the form ex = ~ and cp IFF Vo.

The second kind of derived rule is merely a commuted form of the shortcut

commands we presented in Section 4. Here, instead of replacing an instance

of ex by ~. (or cp by V), the program searches for the proper occurrence of ~

(or V) and replaces it with the corresponding instance of ex (or cpl. As an

example, take the associate axiom AS for an additive group: (A+B)+ C =A+(B+C).

The shortform is usually called AR (associate right). A new rule, AL(associate

left) is obtained by requesting a derived rule of inference based on AS.

Associating left means to replace the instance of the schema (+%A%(+%B% %C%»

by the corresponding instance of (+ (+ %A% %B%)%c!fo). Observe the °derivation:

DERIVE 4+(3+2) = {4'+-2}+ 3

AS (A+B)+C=A+(B+C)

A: :4

B::l

C::2 (1)

lARl (2)

2CA4 (3)

DAL": :" (4)

(4 +3) +2 = 4 +(3 +2)

4 + 0 +2) = 4 + 0+2)

4+(3+2) =4+(2+3)

4 + (3 + 2) = (4 + 2)
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To process the rule, the program computes the information

PREMISE

CONCL

Nap

OCCUR

((+ "/oA"/o(+ "/oB"/o "/oc"/o)))

(+ (+ "/oA"/o "/oB%) "/oc"/o)

1

1

These attribute-value pairs are stored on the property list .of AL.

In the first type of derived rule, the pattern of the theorem is transfOrmed

into a conditional statement P such that the consequ",nt is not a conditional.

Then the premises, i.e., the patterns of the conjuncts of the antecedent of P,

are patterns for the lines which the rule must reference. The number of line

references is the number of conjuncts. The result of using the rule of

inference is the proper instance of the pattern of the consequent of P. The

algorithm for obtaining P is as follows.

Let the theorem be of the form 5cp where 5 is a string of universal

quantifiers with their variables, namely, of the form Val"" ,Va where each
n .

a.,i=l, ... ,n, is an individual variable; cp is a conditional statement. Then
J.

a rule is derived from the (closure of the) theorem by the following algorithm:

1. Cp' is obtained from cp by iterated. p:roper substitution of

a. by %a.% in cp, for i~l, ... ,n.
l l ' '.

2.. cp.i'! is obtained from cp" by replacing each occurrence. of a

predicate letter by its dummy. By this replacement process,

the predicates are recognizable as substitutable elements of

the express,ion.

3. cp_II is now a pattern for the theorem. Any symbols not

replaced by dummies are constants that must appear in the

lines referenced in the rule command.

4. Cp" is in the form 6 ...1jr, where 1jr itself may be a conditional.

In order to compute attribute-value pairs used in processing

the rule, cp", must be .in the form of a conditional whose

consequent is not a conditional statement.

By repeated application. of the Deduction Theorem (Mendelson,

1964, p. 61), if r- '1 ... (e: ... 5) then r-' ('1 &e:) ...5, Cp", is

transformed into the desired form, a ... l3, where 13 is not a

conditional.
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5. Let N denote the name of the new rule. Then ~ is placed

on the property list of N under the attribute name CONCL.

6. The list of premises is formed from the conjuncts of the

antecedent a. The premises are placed on N's property

list under the attribute PREMISE. Each element of the

list is a pattern which, in processing the rule, will be

matched with a line in the derivation. ("Matched" in the

sense of determining how to instantiate the pattern in

order to obtain the line.)

7. NOP is the number of conjuncts (or the length) of the

PREMISE list. It is, specifically, the number of

reference lines which will be expected in the command.

The command format is:

<sequence of NOP line numbers> <rule name>

Each line number refers to a line of the derivation that must match a

corresponding pattern on the PREMISE list.

(trmatchn here means "is an instance of''').

There are, of course, NOP of these

The sequence of line references

must be ordered with respect to the order of the elements on the PREMISE list.

In summary, the theorem is transformed into a conditional statement such

that the consequent is not a ·conditional. Then three attributes are placed on

the property list associated with the rule name:

PREMISE <list of the conjuncts of the antecedent

in their dummy PATTERN notation>

NOP <the number of conjuncts>

CONCL <the consequent in its dummy PATTERN notation>

Two examples are offered iq order to illustrate the derived rule procedure.

NAME: FC

Form a conjunction is a rule of logic that lets us combine two lines of a

derivation or proof into a conjunction. Given the formulas P andQ, we can

infer the expression (P& Q). The theorem is P -? (Q -? (p & Q)). The first premise

is P. The consequent of this theorem, a conditional statement, is replaced by

its consequent P& Q and Q becomes the second premise of the derived rule

pattern. Now the consequent is not a conditional and is stored as the conclusion

(CONCL). On the property list of FC, where %~ and%Q% are dummy names for the



formulas P and Q, respectively, we store:

PREMISE

NOP

GONGL

Now, if a derivation has lines

(1) A ~ B

(2) A+B~C

then the command 1.2FC generates the line (A ~ B) & (A + B ~ C). The command has

the correct number of line references and no occurrence numbers, which is

characteristic of all rules of this nature. The new line is obtained by

forming a conjunction with the lines 1, 2 as the conjuncts.

The second example is the rule AA which, as was mentioned earlier,is

processed the same as the derived rule of inference although it is ~ primitive

~ in the system. The theorem is ((p -> R) & p) -> R. By the above algorithm,

the computed attributes are:

PREMISE

NOP

GONGL

Gommands that call for the application of a rule of inference are executed

by a matching process that attempts to determine whether each line referenced in

the command is an instance of a corresponding dummy pattern on the PREMISE list.

For each line referenced, a routine initially receives the formula on that line,

the corresponding dummy pattern from the PREMISE list, and the message (LINE

<line number». By recursive calls, with the elements of each expression as

arguments, i.e., the lists or atoms within the expression lists (T., V.), the
l l

routine builds a message that is the name of the location of the T. in the initial
l

formula. The routine examines the atomic element (variable or predicate), or

the first element (main connective of a term or a formula) of the list if it is

nonatomic,.:in order to form a sequence of substitutions by which the referenced

lines of the derivation may be obtained from the premises. Once this sequence

is computed, the corresponding instance of the conclusion pattern (GONGL)· is

generated as a new line of the derivation.

For example, if the derivation contains lines:



(1) A=B-->B=C

(2) A=B

(:3) B=A

and the user types

102M

then the interpreter will call on the checking or matching routine with the first

premise in the PREMISE list associated with M and the formula on the first line

referenced. Below is a trace of this procedure:

1. T: (--> %I1o %R%) V: (-->(=AB)(=BC)) M: (LINE 1)

At this poiht, the main connective of T, the pattern of the

first premise, is the same as V, the line of the derivation.

M describes V.

2. Tl: %I1o Vl: ( =AB)

%I1o is paired with (= A B) and M1.

3 T2: %R% V2: (=B c)

%R% is paired with ( = BeC) and the message M2.

Ml: (ANTECEDENT OF
LINE 1)

M2: (CONSEQUENT OF
LINE 2)

Saving the above two pairs, .the program continues the process with

the second premise and references the formula on the second line.

4 V3:( = A B) M3: (LINE 2)

%F% was already paired with (= A B) which is identical with V3, so no

inconsistent pairing has been located. There are no more line references. By

substituting into the value of CONCL with respect to the substitution pairs

determined in 1-4, the new line: (B~ C) is generated.

The command 1. 3M is processed as above except, in 3,. vy is ( = B A).

Since this is not identical with the value already paired with %F%, an error.

message is formed from Ml and M3:

LINE 2 MUST BE THE ANTECEDENT OF LINE 1.

The derivation in Figure 15 demonstrates other message types. The teaching

se~uence that we can provide for all derived rules of inference, using the same

matching routine traced above, show explicitly how messages are recursively

computed.

Insert Figure 15 about here
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Fig. 15.' Reaching the command language.



(1) A=B--7B=C

(2) A = B

(3) B=A

and the user tYI'es

102M

then the interpreter will calIon the checking or matching routine with the first

premise in the PREMISE list. associated with M and the formula on the first line

referenced. Below is a trace of this procedure:

1. T: (--7 %P% %R%) V: (--7 ( = A B)( = BC» M: (LINE 1)
At this point, the main connective of T, the pattern of the

first premise, is the same as V; the line of the derivation •.

M describes V.

%R% is paired with ( = B':C) and the message M2.

Saving the above two pairs, the program continues the process with

2. Tl: %P% Vl: (= A B)

%P% is paired with (= A B) and MI.

3. T2: %F.% V2: (= B c)

Ml: (ANTECEDENT OF
LINE 1)

M2: (CONSEQUENT OF
LINE 2)

the second premise and references the formula on the second line .

. 4. T3: %Pf. V3: (= A B) M3: (LINE 2)

%P% was already paired with (= A B) which is identical with V3, so no

inconsistent pairing has been located. There are no more line references. By

substituting into the value of CONCL with respect to the substitution pairs

determined in 1-4, the neW line: (B; C) is generated.

The command 1. 3M is processed as above except, in 3, vy is ( = B A).

Since this is not identical with the value already paired with %P%, an error

message is formed from Ml and M3:

LINE 2 MUST BE THE ANTECEDENT OF LINE 1.

The derivation in Figure 15 demonstrates other message types. The teaching

sequence that we can provide for all derived rules of inference, using the same

matching routine traced above, show explicitly how messages are recursively

computed.

Insert Figure 15 about here
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Optional Attributes~ Derived Rules. Several· other attributes .may

optionally appear on the property list of a rule. As yet, they are not entered

via the above algorithm, but rather by direct editing of the property list.

They are:

1. REQ and TYPE. A rule may require the student to enter a

particular type of well-formed term (or formula). If a

new rule is derived from an expression containing a free

variable (or predicate), the free variable (or predicate)

can be replaced by a well-formed term (or formula). (The

inclusion of bound predicates, of course, transcends first

order logic.) An example is the Add Equals rule (AE), which

may be obtained from the open formula:

VA VB (A= B --> A +C = B +C).

The property list of AE contains

PREMISE

NOP

REQ

TYPE

CONCL

(( = %A% %B%»

1

T (for 'term')

ALGEBRA

( = ( + %A% REQ)( + %B% REQ».

2. OR. The main connective of the single premise of AE can also be

one of the inequality signs. The options, >, <, and =, are

specified by listing each premise on a PREMISE list that

.begins with the atom OR. CONCL must be a list of patterns

corresponding to each optional set of premises. Whichever

set matches the referenced lines generates the desired

substitution list. For AE the change is:

PREMISE

CONCL

((OR (( ='/oA% %B%»)((<'/oA'/o '/oB%»(( >'/oA'/o '/oB'/o»)
(( = ( + %A% REQ)( + %B% REQ» ( < ( + '/oA'/o REQ)( + %B% REQ»

( > ( + %A% REQ)( + %B'/o REQ»).

Observe the error message and the teaching sequence for the

LB rule in Figure 15 for a sample of how the OR option affects

the analysis routines.
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(( = %A% %J1'/o))

3. %%%. As long as the only difference between sets of

premises is the main connective, the special character

%%% in a premise indicates the optional list of main

connectives. Then %%% is stored on the property list

as the attribute whose value is the list of main

connectives. Again, observe the handling of the AE rule

in Figure 15.

PREMISE ( (%%% %A% %J1'/o))
%%% (=><)

CONCL (%%% (+ %A% REQ) ( + %J1'/o REQ))

4. RESTRICT. This attribute is used when special restrictions

on the use of a rule must be specified. The value of

RESTRICT is an executabletISP S-expression;.. As an

example, take the Divide Equals rule (DE) in which the

user may not divide by zero. The property list of DE

might be:

PREMISE

Nap

REQ

TYPE

CONCL

RESTRICT

1

T

ALGEBRA

( = ( / %A% REQ) ( /'foB% REQ))

(COND ((EQ REQ O)(ERR (QUOTE "YOU MAY NOT
DIVIDE BY ZERO"))))

(T T ))

Note that if the main connective were changed to %%% so as

to include the inequalities RESTRICT would have to be

extended to account for negative values of REQ.

How to Specify New Rules of Inference. Derived rules of inference whose

property lists require only a list of PREMISES (no options) and a CONCL are

easily generated by the interpreter. The user, in either STUDENT or TEACHER

modes types

RULE

The program first requests

NAME: <name of the new rule>, then

FROM: <axiom or theorem from which to derive the rule>.



The name cannot be a reserved name, i.e., one of the procedure nameS or a

primitive rule of inference. It must be an alphabetic string of characters

with arbitrary length greater than one. The axiom or the theorem referenced

must be a (possibly quantified) conditional statement, an identity statement,

or a bi-conditional as described above. After the derivation of the rule is

completed, the program will type 'OK'. In what follows, let 0 be a string of

universal quantifiers with the corresponding variables of generalization.

Algorithmically what takes place is the following.

1. Determine if the user is allowed to reference .the axiom

or theorem. In TEACHER mode, this only requires checking

to see whether the axiom or theorem exists. In STUDENT

mode, as defined later, it requires seeing whether the

student actually knows the axiom or the theorem.

2. Let cp be the value of ,CLOSED. Is the main connective

of the matrix of cp an identity or a bi-conditional

statement1 If neither, go to step 4.
,. Commands of the form <lineXnameXoccurrence> are automatically

generated for axioms and theorems with matrices of the form

cx= ~ and 'WcIFF'. 1Jr. Procedure' completed.

4. If the matrix of cp is not a conditional, no rule can

be derived. Procedure completed with an error message.

5. Otherwise, carry out the procedure outlined on page 48

for deriving rules of inference.

Figure 16 is the second in the series of dialogues that began with Figure ,.

Here, the teacher adds the axioms, two theorems, and some of the rules to be

used in constructing derivations of expressions of elementary .algebra. Figure 17
lists the properties of these newly specified axioms and theorems. It ends with

two derivations for the same formula, one using the specified theorem and one

using the rule derived from that theorem. A complete list of derived rules of

inference for the sentential 'dalculus is given in Appendix II.

Insert Figures 16 and 17 about here
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Fig. l6. Specifying axioms.
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Fig. 17. Property lists for axioms in·Fig. 16. and example derivations.



6. Miscellaneous Commands

The user conceivably could request a workingDelete the Last Line-------
premise or a GEN to indicate the beginning of a derivation procedure and then

could decide, any number of lines later, that the strategy he chose was

Five mneumonics are reserved as special commands of the command language.

Each will be mentioned, although not always elaborated on. The description of

the instructional program will be completed with a section on defining problems.

~~ Line (ENT). This rule should usually not be available to a student.

Like WP, ENT expects the user to tyPe a well-formed formula. Unlike WP, nothing

is being asserted. No proof procedure is beginning so no procedure must be

closed. If the line typed is the .problem expression itself, then the program

thinks the problem is solved.

While the ENT rule may be used to type in expressions to determine whether

they are well formed, it usually is used to debug the curriculum without

constructing an entire proof, or to quickly finish a problem that has given the

user too much trouble. By requesting this problem at another time, he can

retry it when he feels better prepared to do so. At line n., the format is

ENT (n.) <well-formed formula>

(DLL) .

incorrect. By the rules of construction, however, he either must close off

the procedure or delete the command that denoted the beginning. The delete-the

last-line rule (DLL) lets the user delete the last line from consideration.

Another use for DLL is to delete a sequence of irrelevant lines that are only

confusing the user's perception of the problem.

DLL alone permits the deletion of the last line of the derivation or proof.

If the last line is a working premise, then the line is removed as a conditional

premise. If a GEN request occurs after the last line, then that request is

eliminated.

The format is <line number> DLL:

The DLL rule lets the user delete more than one line at a time. All the lines

of the derivation or proof, beginning with <line number>, are deleted. If the

derivation already has n lines and the command given is j DLL where j in,
then the lines j,j+l, ..• ,n are deleted. The derivation under consideration is

now j-l lines long. The only restriction on this rule is that no premise

entered as part of the statement of the problem can be deleted.



INIT.. The INIT command, if permitted by the curriculum writer for the DERIVE

or PROVE problem being presented, defers solution of the problem until the

student decides he is ready to continue. By typing INIT, the student announces

his desire for the initiative to request his own DERIVE or PROVE problems, or

to derive a new~ of inference (see page 70 on defining problems) ..

When the student types the usual terminating command,FIN, the system,

returns to the problem originally interrupted. The problem is presented anew.

If the student, while he had the initiative, specified lemmas or rules, he.could

now use them to solve his current and future problems;

5, contains an example of the INIT command.

Appendix IV, problem

7. Inferfacing Mechanical Theorem Provers to the Instructional System

SHOW. The instructional system under discussion was designed primarily

for teaching the construction of derivations and proofs. The system's command

language leaves most of the typing of newly generated lines to the computer

and relieves some of the tediousness .in.the student's work. Supposedly, this

only leaves him with the task of thinking out the stages of the proof. BUt

trivia is also tedious. No mathematician, when· constructing a complex proof,

relishes trifling with the laws of commutativity, or simple term eliminations,

Le., obtaining those results normally introduced by 'obviously'or'clearly'

in mathematical discourse. As students of mathematics are introduced to more

intricate problems, they too tend to produce less rigorous proofs,yet ones

clearly valid to the trained eye. We would like to emulate this behavior-;.to

provide some mechanism by which a student can say to the computer "This line is

obviously a valid inference from the work which I have already done, and from

instances of such and such axioms and theorems."

We simulate the ability of the 'trained eye' by giving the student access

to a SHOW command by whi~h he communicates with a mechanical theorem-prover.

The theorem-prover decides whether a new desired line is in fact a trivial

deduction from the set of formulas cited. Before revealing how the simulation

was carried out and whether our initial results seem promising, we offer an

illustrat ion.

In the proof in Figure 18, B is a three-place predicate denoting "betweenness,"

Insert Figure 18 about here
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PROOIE : «(NOT Y • lo)1 Bex.. y .. z»& BCy,Z..w»,,> B<X,.Z"w>
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,",.IRC
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(4)
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,.AXE
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x,.*W"
Y•• *Z
z, ••*y

Fig, 18, A proof using the SHOW command~
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where B(X,Y,Z) states that point Y stands between points X and Z on the straight

line they define. The axioms were listed earlier (page 22). The problem

rendered below was given to a number of college students. Those who solved it

came up with proofs ranging somewhere between 40 and 70 lines. One student

discovered a 17-line solution that was shortened to 10 by using a SHOW command

to skip trivial sequences and commands for forming and separating conjunctions.

The student makes the claim that line 5 is a trivial deduction from lines

1 and 4, and from a particular instance of axiom AXB. The theorem-prover

decides the claim is justified, and the new line is accepted. The fact that

the formula on line 5 might not be proved by the theorem-prover does not

necessarily imply that it is not derivable. It only suggests that the formula

does not answer our criterion for triviality. Note that the stUdent, not the

theorem-prover, is required to specify the proper substitution sequence for the

axiom. Contrary to the usual aims of development and use of mechanical theorem

provers, the prover does not have to perform complex analyses. That is left

to the student. While the 'theorem-prover is used only to remove trivial

manipulations, the determination of proper instantiation often is not trivial.

For the SHOW routine, the instructional system was connected to a theorem

prover based upon the Resolution Principle [Robinson, 1965 and ,J. Allen, &cD.

Luckman, 1970], a refutation scheme by which Ii statement is proved true by

showing that the conjuction of its negation with all known true statements

in the logical system at hand is inconsistent. Successful interface of the

prover with the instructional system requires computation of the set of clauses

on which the theorem-prover performs its resolutions. In order to compute these

clauses, the program must form the Skolem transformation of each line of the

derivation and of each instance of an axiom or theorem which the student claims

should be considered by the prover in its deduction process. Computation of the

Skolem transformation requires obtaining the prenex normal form of the formula

by a routine that is also used in determining the closure for a formula.

(Appendix I contains an algorithm for computing the Skolem transformation of a

formula.) The set of clauses for the above problem is exhibited in Figure 19

as axioms 1-5, the negation of the problem statement as axiom 6, and the solution

is given as the tree of resolvants.

Insert Figure 19 about here
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Axioms

1. .,E(Y,Z)
2. B(X,Y,Z)

3· B(Y,Z,W)
4. B(W,Z,Y)
5. ~B(X,Y,Z) B(Z,Y,X)
6. E(Z,Y) ~B(W,Z,Y) ~B(Z,Y,X)

Resolution Tree

1

~B(W,Z,Y) ,B(Z,Y,X)

,B(Z,Y,X)

4

2

·:F'ig. 19. Proof Based on the Resolution Principle.
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Although theoretically one might expect this approach to the SHOW command

to work, numerous difficulties were encountered in experimental endeavors.

Some difficulties are apparently due to the interactive nature of the theorem

prover used and to the strategies required to improve the .efficiency of the

search for a proof [Luckham, 1970]. For the most part, published results seem

to indicate a high dependency on the part of the program for human intervention

in order to add new clauses (lemmas) or to change the set of strategies. This

need for intervention, while often suitable for research, is not acceptable for

teaching purposes. The stumbling block seems to be the determination of those

settings of the search-strategies which will, in fact, permit a solution to be

found. within the time and space constraints. There is no obvious way, either

from the structure of the expression, or from some interpretation of it, to

determine which strategies to use. Since the student should not be required

to interact with the theorem-prover, one set of strategies anticipating the

kinds of problems the students will think of must be used for a given group of

problems. The problem given in Figure 18 was not solvable by the theorem-prover,

Apparently the program got confused because the search-space consisted entirely

of ground clauses. Trouble also arose with the equality strategy (paramodulation)

which would not substitute a constant for a constant.* As a result, many simple

problems in group theory were not solvable. It would seem that, to implement

a satisfactory SHOW command, the development of new strategies for resolution,

or of theorem-provers with heuristic devices more closely linked to a particular

range of problems, would fare better.

HELP, As mentioned in the introduction to this report, one of the important

analysis problems faced in an instructional system for teaching the notion of

mathematical proof is to help the student when he encounters difficulty in

completing a proof or derivation. If the computer is to simulate the human

tutor's ability to show the student how to proceed, the computer must be able

to analyze and respond to the details of the student's work. It should not

merely produce prestored answers to anticipated questions, or hints to

anticipated d~fficulties. If the computer is to be able to adapt to the

immediate needs of each student, it must be able to extract information from

each student's responses, especially when they are only partial or erroneous,

so as to initiate a dialogue relevant to what the student has been doing.

*This is an error in the program made available to us, not with the paramodulation
strategy-itself •
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In order to sustain an informative dialogue,and thereby to realize a

mechanized tutor, a heuristic theorem-prover was written. Ideally, a theOrem

prover knows how to do the proofs the students are required to do. The

theorem-prover can find solutions to problems that have premises. If one

assumes that the lines the student has already requested are premise lines;

then the theorem-prover can take them into account when it tries to discover a

derivation. In this manner, the computer tutor is able to deduce what the

student has already done in terms of what lines of his work can actually enter

into a complete derivation. Using the information obtained by the thebrem-prover,

the computer can initiate a dialogue that will direct the student towards a

successful solution of the problem.

To test this idea, a heuristically-based theorem-prover was written that

solves problems of an Abelian group. The theorem-prover was interfaced to the

instructional system via the command~. Any time the student feels the

need for advice on how to continue, he types this command. The theorem-prover

then attempts to find one or more solutions that take into account lines already

generated in the derivation. The information so gained is given to a dialogue

routine that proceeds to tutor the student. The precise details of how the

theorem-prover operates, especially of how it is able to select several possible

solution paths, as well as a description of the dialogue itself, will be given

in a subsequent report.[GoldbergJ.

PART rv. DEFINING PROBLEMS

The basic intent of this instructional program is to provide an interpretive

system under which a user can explore the notion of mathematical proof. The

emphasis is on self-exploration, not on the working through of a predetermined,

linearly organized set of problems. Thus, two forms of curriculum specification

are described: the syntax for problems that are stored on some peripheral

device (such as the disk), and the commands the student has available for

requesting problems at runtime. Recall that the command INIT (page 59) gives the

student the option to interrupt the prestored curricUlum on which he may be

working and to switch to the second form of problem specification.
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1. Prespecified CurriculUm-TEACHER Mode

The syntax for curriculum stored on a peripheral file is given below.

There are three types of problems:

1. A question that requires as ananswe~a string of

characters representing a letter, word, or number;

2. A'derive problem,with a sequence Of premises, for

which,the user constructsaderivatioq; and

3. A prove problem, Le., a derive problem with no

premises, for which the user is required to construct a

proof. The expression so proved will have a name

associated with it. The name labels the expression as

either a theorem or a lemma. All theorem names have the

form TH<positive integer>; names for lemmas are strings

of one or more alphabetic characters.

The syntax presented is not true in the sense that all possiblestririgs

that can be generated from the grammar do not have meaniqg in the interpretive

system. The acceptable groupings of the commands, including those which are

optional, follow. Notice that it is necessary to enclose each problem within

matched pairs of parentheses for the convenience of the LISP inl'ut function

READ. In general, the entire problem, as well as any arguments to a command

element are delimited by paired parentheses. The exception is COMMENT, which

requires quotation marks to enclose the actual text to be printed. An

illustration of problems for blementary algebra is offered in Appendix III.

Appendix IV is the interaction of a student presented with these problems.

Syntax for Problems .£E the Curriculum File.

<problem> .. - [<problem number>( <problem type> <problem statement>

<restrictions> <answer>]

<problem number>

<problem type>

<problem statement>

a decimal number used for sequencing the problems

DERIVE I PROVE' QUESTION I Q

«well-formed expression>]

PREMISE «well-formed formula» I p ,( <wff»

COMMENT "<text of the comment or question>" I COM

NAME «positive integer» I
NAME «ptring'of alphab~tic characters» I



<restrictions>

<possible restrictions>

<answer>

RESTRICT «possible restrictions»

(YES<list of code names»<possible restrictions>. I
(NO<list of code names»<possible restrictions> I
(ADD<axiom or theorem name»<possiblerestrictions>

(BLOCK)(possible restrictions) I
¢

ANS «string for the exact match» I ANSWER «string»

RANGE (<lower bound> <upper bound» I
ALIST (<list of .possible answers» I
PROOF Note: If an answer is more than one

item long, it is enclosed in
parentheses in the ALIST.

<lower bound>

<upper bound> ..-

integer number

integer number

NIL

NIL

Acceptable Groupings of Problem Commands.

Question problems

1. [<number> (QUESTION COMMENT l'othe text of the question"

ANSWER· (an atomic answer]

2. [<number> (Q COM "the question text"

RANGE «lower bound> <upper bound>]

3. [<number> (Q COM "text" ALIST (list of possible answers]

Note: Q, COM, and ANS are abbreviations for QUESTION, COMMENT, and

ANSWER, respectively. In 2., the answer is a number N such

that <lower bound> S N S <upper bound:;'. In 3., the list· of

answers is (al a2 (a2 a4)), i.e., a list of atoms and sublists.

Derive PI'oblems

[<number>

(DERIVE «well-formed formula»

COMMENT "text of something the teacher may want to say about the problem"

PREMISE «well-formed formula»

PREMISE «well-formed formula»

RESTRICT ((YES list of rUles) (NO list of rules) (ADD name of an axiom,

rule, or theorem)(BLOCK))

PROOF]

Note: COMMENT, RESTRICT, and PREMISES are optional. Any number of
premises, including none, may be included.
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Prove .. problems

[<number>

(PROVE «wel1~formed formula»

NAME «positive integer or an alphabetic string of characters»

COM "text". ImSTRICT.((YES list of rUles)(NO list of rules)(BLOCK))

PROOF]

Note: If the name is a positive integer, then the
TH<positive integer>. After the problem is
name becomes part of the command language.
RESTRICT are optionaL

name becomes
solved, the
NAME, COM, and

The RESTRICT option gives the curriculum writer special control over the

command language. There are four possible control devices.

1. In order to add Ilew commands (axiom names, theorems, and

rules) to a student's command language, the optional list:

(ADD <list of one or more names of axioms, rules, or theorems»

is included as one of the arguments following the word RESTRICT.

2. The writer may not want the student to interrupt the particular

- problem to be presented, Le., use the INIT command. (Perhaps

the curriCUlum is organized so that problems reference olle

another and the writer prefers to have a group of problems

worked on in succession.) The interruption can be blo~ked

with the argument (BLOCK). This option must appear in the

specification of each derive or prove problem which the

student may not interrupt.

3.. The curriculum writer-can also take special control over the

actual solution to the derive or prove problem. He can

insist that the student use one or more rules. These rules are

included as an argument list beginning with the word PYES.

4. Or, be can insist that tbe student find a solution without

using certain commands. This is the list beginning with the

word PNO. The student is allowed to complete a solution

before the interpreter checks to see if that solution meets

the restrictions. If a command is incorrectly used, the

student will be asked to work the problem again.
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"Using a command" should be carefully defined since a student can request

a command and then, without deleting it, not really have that command. 'enter

into the generation of the problem formula. The exact l'rotocolof commands

the student typed does not indicate lf the student solved the problem within

the restrictions set by the curriculum writer. Instead, a computed list' of

"relevant" commands, Le., commands which materially entered into the generation

of the problem formula must be examined~ The algorithm for computing the list

of relevant commands is given in Figure 20.

Insert Figure 20 about here

2. Commands for Requesting Problems in the STUDENT Mode

The student requests only the derive and prove problems, not the questions.

This give him a chance to rework his proof techniques,repeat problems he may

have had trouble solving, try some easier problems if he, feels he is not ready

for the ones he is being given, or try more challenging ones. Any lemmas he

proves become part of his, command language and are thus available to him for

later derivations. The syntax for requesting problems is compatible with the

command language.

1. To request a derive problem, the student,types:

DERIVE: <well-formed formula>

P (1) <well-formed formula>

P (2) <well-formec1 formula>

The P command stands for "premise." It is similar to

, entering a formula for a working premise, but this line cannot

be deleted by the DLL rule. Once the student starts typing

commands other than P, he can no longer type the P command.
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n" last line of the derivation

~OnimalidliBt '.. '(1'1)

checkl .. first element of (C(l.l n)

t
-l Is checkl equal to (NIL) , P, or WP?

.

No Yes

check ..
check l3.ppended '. Is check enipty? Yes
to'checkl

'" No
Remove the
first eiement- Here, c:ommandlist is a list of ,line
crom check munbers. The ,Gommand names at' each

line are relevant to-generating the
. solut ion -fOI1Dula.. Now'seatch for

Yes the command names: .., .
Is the ~~rst element I cOll'lll1ands'" NIL: rof check a member of
cOllDll$r.uUist'l . '.' t

No I is commandlist empty? ,.

i" first eleJ!1,ent of check No t t Yes,..... commandlist ...: add i to i ,,'first element of ,,'·Ic=:s IcoIlllll8.Ildlist commandlist
checltl .. first, element of .' commandlist ".rest of(C(l.l i) .

c~dlist

cODDDBnds .. append 'tq ,
c~ds the
second element
of (COM i)

.

Fig. 20. Algorithm for computing the solution string--the list
of commands used in generating the problem formula.

Notationally, the list of commands is saved in an array named (COM i),
where i is the line number. (COM i) has the form:

«list of line numbers> (command name) <list of occurrence references>
«information following the colon»)
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2. To request a prove 'problem, the student types:

PROVE: <well-formed formula>

After the student completes the proof, the.progr~

will ask him for a

NAME: <string of alphabetic characters>

The student's response, ari alphabetic string, names

the formula as a lemma which now becomes part of his command

language.

3. The student may also derive a new rule of inference if he

feels it will he;bpihim in constructing new derivations.

The format is:

RULE: <name for the new rule--analphabetic string>

FROM: <riameof an axiom or theorem in the student's
command language>

The same information has been requested here a~ was requested

in the TEACHER mode version of deriving a rule of infefence

(page 54) and the ident ical proce ssing algorithmi.s carried out.

PART V. SUMMARY_OF _THE_ -"C",OMMAN=·=D LANGUAGE

The convention is to underline items typed by the user; all other ihformation

is typed by the program. Each User command is terminated by anALTMODE (Enter Key)

which appears as a dollar sign ($). Inmost cases, the ALTMODE is not shown.

Note that the user can type ALTMODE in order to escape from any command sequence.

In the following, a is an individual variable, ~ a term, and ~, ~, W', are

well-formed formulas (WFF).

Instance sofAxioms.and Established Theorems

1. Proper Substitut~on6f a Term for a Variable.

<axiom,.lemma, or theorem name>

<variable>:: <term of instantiation>

<variable>:: <term of instantiation>

The substitution sequence continues for each universally

quantified variable (whose scope is the entire formula) of the

closed formula associated with the axiom, lemma, or theorem.

Substitution is carried out simultaneously.
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2. Proper Substitution for Predicate Letters and of Terms forV~riables.

PS : <name of axiom, lemma,or theorem>

.. <variable> : <well-formed term>

.. <predicate letter>.: <WFF>

,The substitution sequence continues until the user ,types the

ALTMODE key without one of the two possible substitution Fairs.

The substitution procedures are carried out iteratively.

Proof Procedures---
1. WP

WP

Working Premise

(i) <WFF>

2. CP Conditional Proof

WP ( i) qJ

(j) 1jI

LjCP (n) qJ --> 1jI

3· IP Indirect Proof (reductio ad absurdum)

WP ( i) .Sf'
(j) 1jI

(k) NOT 1jI

L j .kIP (n) NOT qJ

4. Introduce a variable of universal generalization

GEN': <variable>

OK If the variable does not occur free in any

antecedent lines, the program types 'OK';

otherwise, an error message is given.
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5. UG

GEN: 0:

OK

Universal Generalization

or, alternatively:

iUG: 0:

(i) cp(o:)

(n) Vo:cp(o:)

( i)

lUG: 0: (n)

cp(o:)

Vo:cp(o:)

This version of UG need

only check the last GEN

introdu.ced.

Primitive Rules of Inference

This version of UG requires

checking for 0: free in any

antecedent ·lines.

1. AA Affirm the Antecedent (modus ;rl:mens)

(1) til c_;1Jr

(j) cp

(n) 1jJ

2. Quantification Rules (andUGaoove)

ES

iES

0: •• ~

EG

Existential Specification

( i) 30:cp(0:)

(n) cp(~) where ~ must be new to the derivation.

Existential Generalization

( i) CP(I'>9')

iEG <seguence :of occurrence numbers>

US

iUS

0: .. ~

(n) 30:cp(0:) where substitute 0: for each occurrence

of ~referenced.

Universal Specification

(i) Vo:cp(o:)

(n) tp(~)
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3. Logic of Identity IDS and IDC

(i) cp(l3)

iIDC <sequence of occurrence numbers>

a : 13 (m) "ta(a=13 -> cp(a)) where substitute a for each

m IDS (n) ~(13) occurrence of 13 referenced.

4. Interchange Rules RE and RQ

(i) cp(a)

(j) a=13

i.jRE <occurrence number>

(n) cp(l3) where replace 13 for the free occurrence

(0) cp(~) of a referenced.

(p) ~+-,>~f

i.jRQ <occurrence number>

(9) cp(~') where replace ~ for the occurrence

of ~' referenced.

5. Generalized Interchange Rules--short forms of axioms and theorems

<line number> <axiom, lemma, or theorem name> <occurrence number>

Miscellaneous Commands

1. Delete the last line DLL

<line number> DLL

All lines other than premises, beginning with <line number>

and continuing to the last line generated, are deleted. If IP and

CP lines are deleted, the subsidiary derivation is no longer

considered closed.

2. Enter a line ENT

ENT (i) <WFF>

This command is useful for testing expressions for well

formedness or for debugging the curriculum without having to

do the proofs.
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3. Use of Mechanical Theorem-Provers SHOW and HELP

SHOW is described in Part II, Section 5.
HELP is explained in PartsIIT and IV.

4. Obtain the initiative to request problems "'~ runtime.

INIT

a. Derive problems

DERIVE: <WFF>

P

P

(1) <WFF>

(2) <WFF>

The student can enter any number of

premise lilies, continuing unt"il he

enters a command different from P

or DLL.

b. Prove Problems

PROVE: <WFF>

NAME:: <alphabetic string>

After the proof is completed, the student may assign a

name to ne associated with the WFF. This ,name becomes

part of the" student IS 'available command" language.

c. Derive a new rule of Inference.

RULE: <name of a new rule>

FROM:: <axiom, lemma, or theorem name>

The new rule results from the algorithm presented in

Part III, Secti~n 5.

Derived Rules of Inference

The general format for a derived rule of inference is:

<sequence of Nap line numbers> <name of the rule>.

The line numbers refer to lines of the derivation or proof which must match

the corresponding premises of the rule. The premises ~re patterns (under

the name PATTERN) on the property list of each rule listed in Appendix II.

Note that the logical connectives are written as variable names (e.g.,

"ARROW", "ORSGN"). After the teacher has specified the vocabulary, the

variables in the rules are replaced by the corresponding logical constants.

The RESTRICT options are written as LISP S-expressions. The procedure that
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processes derived rules evaluates these S-expressions in order to check

for restrictions on the values of the dummy variables or the requested

expressions (REQ), or to (re)compute substitution pairs for the substitution

list.
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CLOSURE I) -->1)

NEGSCOFE I) -i I)

ELIMARROW I) --> I)

Appendix 1

Forming Clauses for the Formal Theorem-Prover

1. SKOLEM TRANSFORMATION routine

Below is a sketch of the seven functions used to form the Skolem

transformation of a formula ~.

input string I) - ~~~~~----~~~-1

"-Ensure that the formula I) is a closed formula.

t
Eliminate the implications signs.

So -all occurrences of the pattern

(-->AB) become (OR(~A)B). Any more

occurrences of (-->A B)?
I I

NO YES

J t..
Reduce the scope of the negat~ons s~gns.

Each negation sign (~) s1)ould apply to at

most one predicate letter. So all the

DISTR I) --> I)

occurrences of:

(~(&AB»

(~( OR AB))

(~hA) )

(..,(3 x A))

(.,('v' x A»;
I

NO

J
Distribution laws

become:

(OR( ..,A) (~B) )

(&(:;,A) (.,B)

A

('v' x( ..,A))

(3 x( ,A))
I

YES

'0' <he l~,m,"o "and 'v'

are applied. AII.the occurrences

of: become:

(oR(3 x A) (3 x B»

(&('(f x A) ('v' x B»

Nb
t

I

I
YES

t

(3 x(OR A B»

('v' x(& A B»



PRENEX 1] --> 1]

1] is now in the

form [) ep where

[) is a string of

quantifiers and

~ is the matrix.

CNF 1] --> 1]

1] is now in the

form [)~, where

~' is ~ in

conjunctive normal

form.

SKOLEM 1] --> 1]

Standardize thevariables--rename 'variables

to ensure that each quantifi~r sas ,a uniq~e

dummy variable. This is done while moving all

the quantifiers to the front o;f' 1], preserving

order. If a is a variable of generalization,

renamed as a', the ~ is within the scope of

the quantifier,then any a contained in~ is

renamed as a'. In order to ensure that the

actual binding operator still binds the

9riginal variables within its scope,

variables of generalization which Occur in

a ~ are also renamed as above. When a

variable of generalization is found which has

already peen renamed, it is renamed again.

Thus, order and the scope of binding

operators are preserved.

t
Conjunctive Normal form:

The matrix ,~ resulting from PRENElC 1] is put

into an equivalent form which is the

conjunction of a finite set of disjunctions.

(OR A (&B C}) becomes (&(OR A B)(OR A C))

l
Eliminate the existential quantifiers.

The usual skolemization is carried out

with the skolem functions represented

as f<i>, :i.=1,2,.... The universal

quantifiers

.'1?
,

are dropped.

~
1]



2. I~ a formula *CLOSED?

*-> ELJMMROW *-> 1) --;". NEGSCOPE 1) -> 1) -"-------?> DISTR1) -> 1) -

*CLOSED

is

yes

*NOT
CLOSED

Variables in ~ have been

standardized with numeric~

terms. VARS - list of

nonnumeric variables Etill

in ~

PRENEX
1) -> 1)
of form

O~l

matrix - ~

QVAR - variables

of generalization

in 1)

3. FORM a CLAUSE from ~

A clause for the theorem-prover is a disjunction of literals where a

literal is either an atomic formula or its negation.

L is a list of all the conjuncts; essentially

all occurrences of (& A B) becomes the list (A B) .

.+All terms WhlCh are constants must be nested, in

list form, one list deeper. All disjunctions are

eliminated so that a clause becomes a list of the

conjuncts which in turn are a list of the disjuncts.

CONJLIST

1) -> 1)

DISTLIST

1) -> 1)

SKOLEM TRANSFORMATION ~ -> 1)

L ~ eliminate ihe conjunction sign.

~..





Appendix 11

The Rules of Logic

AA .AFFIR~l THE ANTECEDE'NT

PriEms;:: «AR~OW ~PI 7.G,7.,. 7.F7.)
COi;CL. 7.Q 7-
NO? ;;;

oc *COMNUIE CONJuNCT!O~

PRE;'IISE
C01llCL
NO?
OCCuR

«A~DSGN 7.S ~ 7.P 7.»
CANDSGN 7.P'l: 7.S:0
I
1

Qj *COMMUTE DISJuNCTION

PREMISE
OONCL
NO?
DGC ul\.

«DRS;:;!'> r.S7. 7.f7.»
(ORSGr~ 7.P7. 7.57.)
1
1

CE *COM~uTE EQuALS

. PfcE~l15£
OONCL
~OP

OCCUR

«£Q5IGN 7.A 7. 7.B7.»
(£QSIGtl 7.8:1: 7.A iD
1
1.

LC *DENY THE COriSEQuE:Nr

PRl::!'!lSE «ARROW XQ;': 7.R?oJ (NEGSGN 7.k 7.»
CO ....CL (NEaSGN 7.Q 7.)
NO? 2

w *DENY THE DISJUNCT

i'f(E~l1SE «OR53(.1 XS7. 7.f7.) %R:.:>
OOl'.CL 7.Q 7-
NOP ·2
(OEFPROP RESTRICT
(COtlD

CCDEt<ilAL (CADR (ASSaC (QUOIE 7.S:0· MAINSUB»
(CADR (ASSOC (QUOTE 7.R iO MAl NSijo»)

(SETQ fIlA!NSUB (SuBST (QuOTE 7.QiO (QuotE 7.S2JD :~AINSUB»)

((DEI-;lAL (GADR (ASSOC (QuOtE 7.P;:> r1AINSuB»
(Co:lDR (ASSOC (QuOtE 7.RiD ~JAINSUb»)}

(SErQ NAlNSuB (SuBST (QUOTE 7.QZ) (QuOTE 7.S 7.) MAINSu6»)
·CT (ERH~jSG 56»)

EXPR)

u~ *DEMORGA~'SLA~S

PREN15£ {OR
«/iNDSG!'; 7.Q ~ 7.11 7.»
«OTiSGt-; 7.Q7. ZR;O)
«NEGSGN (ANDSGt. 7.:::17. 7.R7,»)
«lIEGSi:;N (ORSGN il:Q1. 7.kl())))

(NEGSlH. (ORS3N ZPZ Z5Z»
(NEGSGN (ANDSGN 7.i'7. 7.S·1.))
(ORSGN 7.PX 7.57,)
(·ANDSGN 7.,. 7. 7.S 7.»

Nap I
(DEF"fi10P R£SifiICT
(ANI) (Sf::TQ :-lAIl'Su8

(APPEI'O (LIST
(LIST (QuOTE 7.P7.)

(COND
«AND

(NOT
(ATa~:

(CADk {ASSaC (QUOTE 7.f}7.l i1AlIiSUID»)
(EQ

(CAADk (ASSOC (QuOTE 7,;;)7,) (-lAINSUB})
NEG5GN»

(CADADR (ASSOC ({.juOTE 7.G 7.) MAINS@»)

"(UST N£GSGt.
(CADk

(A5S0C (QuOTE 7.1'7.). ~AINSlJa»»}»

MAINSUu»

l



(SE!e :'lAINSUB
(APPEJW(LlST

(LIST «(,luOTE i:S;~)

(CaND
( (At-;O

(NOT
(Aln,",
(C~Dh (ASSaC (QuOT!:. 7.1<:0 ~J,HwSub))))

(EQ
lCAAiJlt (ASSaC (QUOT!:: Y.f;1.) ;'lAlhSll,i)
NEGSG~) )

(CADAuh·(i\SiiOC (QuOTE Xli ;;) i'lA.lr.;su£,»J
q

(Ll:;T NI::GSGt.
(Cf..!Ji(

(ASSaC ((-~llOn: 70hZ) l~iiUl~.UCl»»))

.'IAl1'.'SUi.') )
E:XPR)

« [lEGSG!': (i'Ei,SGN ~s %»))
(0':5.1,»)

7.S'l.
(t,-EGSG,\;(NEGSGt,' 2'5 ,D»

~CP

LG *-lJlSJUNCHVESYLLOGIS~1

PR!:::1ISE:
COl>;CL
NO?

«ORSGN ;;P7. 7.",,2)
(ORSGN 7.5" '7.H1.l.,

(Af(ftO'Ji 7.? 7. 7.57.) (ARHO'iI,Z() 7. 7.k 1.) )

?fi£i'115E (7.5"'7.(,)7.)
Olf>;CL (~/I;DSSN7.S7,7.r;:y')

loDi' 2

Ph E~;lS E 0;5;:)
UJ",CL (OR58~ 7.51.· HUD
,,0;" I

Ie *iWPOTHl::TlCAL. :;>YLLOGI5l1

P!,[,"llSE «AFH(Ow ;.:Pr. 7.Q7.) (AkkOW 7.G'(Zi-(7.»
OJ:lCL (ARrtO\rl Xf7. im 1.)
NOP <:

I..B *LAIJ 01' 'Tl-tEbICONDlnOiliAL

PRE!':l5!:: (all

OOi;CL (OR

«lilGOtiD7.P4 :7.ln.. ))
tU,N!JSGN(ARRO'J 7.1':i 7.~:O (Al\RO'.J wr. ;:Pl..>')))

(A~DSGN (ARk ow 7.1'7. l.~~%l (AiHWW h07- 1.P7.»
(bICONu"7.P7. 7.Go;:»

1~OP

LC *LiF'T CONJUNCT

?i;;::·".ISE
1Xl:';CL
r~op

( (Mus:>/<
/,::; ~

I

7.S7. :m ~»

>rLOG1C.:IL Tf/uTH

o:n~CL

1>0,>
i'ialJ
NPl

Pkl:J'ol;;l:
.lIl(.CL
1;01"
T
•

(:: fl E{~ f{EQ)
o
T
T

«Al'.V51.1fll
:7.R7.
I



Appendix 121

Sample Curriculum File

[1 (Q=ON
corMENT " ~CA' MEAJIE "COMY.lf.rE ADDITIOW.. ·CA ~WS

YOU TO SWITCH THE TEJmS ARruND '.lliE .....

Aj """," SrGfll
B "+" SIG~
C "<" SIGI~. II

ALIST(B /+]

[2 (Q
CCM "CQMML'l'E ADDTlON IS AlJj AXIO~1 ldiEHEAS

C(DIUlE EQUALS IS A.....

Aj1'llEMISEB DEFI1'lITION
C IiULE OF IBFEREl'iCE .."
AN8O'" (c]

[3 (Q
COM "HERE IS THE CA AXIOM: J' YeA..

WE CA AXION IS A TRUE F.QUA1IOI; fiO .
MATTEH WHA'l' NUHBERS "A" AND ,'E" ARE.
WHICH OF THESE IS AI~ EXM1PIE OF CA......

Aj 5->4---5+4B 5+4=4+5
c 4~."

ANS (BJ

[4~~5I§\~ Ex1v~tN)F HCW' TO USE !HE
CA AXIOM:

DERlVE: 5+4=4+5

CA$ A+B=B+A
A,,5$
B::4$ ~1) 5 + 4 = 4 + 5

TRY nIE PROOF.. "
IlFSffiICT «ADD CA»
PROOFJ

[~~"VE (13.1+ 2 = 2 /+ 13)

[6c81'1lm bhIhO ¥HE tH6i\Jtm: GF THE CA AXIOM."
PREMISE (A /+ B= 6./+3)
IlFSffi.CT«1I0 RE»
PROOFJ

[7 (Q
em Il\I,HAT NUMBER CAN 'A" EE II 'A < 6'" 'IS

A TItUE sv.m4ENT?lf
RANGE (NIL 5]

[8 (DERIVE (A < 6)
. P I(A' /+ 3 : 5) ~~ (A < 6»

P B:=3)
P A j+ B = 5)
PROOP]

[9 (DmIVE (A=B)
tOM ,,'z .. STANDS FOR 'lEE ZERO AXIOM: A+O=A"=B +O=A/+O)

C,· «NO BEHADD Z»
PROOF' . '

I.1lk<mVE (0 /+A = A) .

COM ·YOO .NOW KNOW FIVE AXIO!"B TO UaL n PROOFS."
IlFSffiICT «BLOCKHYW CA Z»
PROOF]

[11 (Q .
tOM "WE WILL CALL ~UATION C+-A=J\, 1'11EOflliM 1"
COM "SI~ YOU Hi\.VE pt;OVED 1HEOEEM 1. YOU CA~
USE IT IN OiHER FR<:x:lff. Sl'L'DY 'j!US•••

DERIVE 0+6=6
TH1 . O+A=A., .
A,,6 ·(1) Ot6=J;

"w1" STAlIDE FOR•••

~
. 1HEOOEM1

B AXIOO 1 .
C Ii.ULE 1.".. .

I~T (A (U:EOIlEM 1J
r12 (DEliIVE (Q /+ 7 = 7)
i::al "USE nruORf1,.; 1 m TUS IJiWl-.
RES'lRIC1' «1,0 CA Z))
l)R<XiF]

1





Appendix IV

Using the Curriculum of Appendix III

4
HERE 15 AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO USlC IHE"
CA AXIOM:

• (STARl)
~HO ARE YOU (lYPE 5 OR T>l...
Pl:.EASE TYPE YOUR NlAIlBER.
*6$
ADELE GOLDBEElG
OK1
,y,

DERIVE: 5+4"4+5

CAS A+E=B+A
A::S$
8:;4$ <I) 5 + 4 4 + ::;

TRY THE PROOF.'1
'CA' MEANS 'COMMUTE ADDITION'. CA ALLOwS

YOll TO SIrIITCH THE TERMS AROUND THE•• ;' DERIvE (5 + 4)=(11' + 5)

A) '",' SIGN
B) '+' SIGN
C) 'c' SIGN.

'BI
CORRECT•••

f*CA~ -.1\ +.8 E + A
AI =*5$
6::*4$ .(1) (5 + !l)"'C4 + 5)

CORRECT •••

•COMMUTE ADDiJON IS AN AXIOM WHEREAS
COMMUTE EQUALS 15 A•••

5
DERIVE (13 + 2)=(2 + 13)

A) PREMISE
B> DEtoINilION
C> RULE OF INH.HJaoJCE.

'B'
TRY AGAIN.c,

CORREC'" •

3
HEHE. I S THE CA AXIOM r A+B"'B+A.
THE CA AXIOM I S A TaUE EG:'UAl'tON NO
MATTERloiHA'I' NlJMBt.HS 'A' AND 'e· ,ARE.
WHICH 01'" tHESE:: IS AN EXAMFLE OF' CA ••• ·

A) 5+4"5+4
B) 5+4"1I+5
C) 4+5..9.

•s.
COBBECT•••

1

YOU CAN .NOw REQUEST. -f>. DERIV~. OR f'RO\iE
FROBLE1'1, OR- DEHI VE A N".:w RULF; OF INFERE.NCE.

lAI:: INTERRUPTED PROBLEM wILL B£ RE.SIARTED
IF YOU TYPE FIN

1YPE. A DERIVE. FHOVE OR RliLl::COMMAiIlD

I*Dl::HIVEt 2+3=2+3$
DE.RIVE (2 + 3)=(2 + 3)

:*CA1 A • B < B • A
A: :*2$
B:U3$ (1) <. • 3)=( 3 • .>

~'UICE.U <2> (3 • 2)=(2. • "
:*1.211l::.1$ <3> <. • 3)=(2 3>

CORREC1. ~.

TYPE A' DERIVE.', PROVE OR RULE COMMAND

NOlo IU.OO 1H!:. FROBLE.M YUU INlE,RRUF-H.]j

;
DERIVE. <l3 + 2)=(2 + 13)

: *CA" A + B = 8 + A
A:.:* 13$
8:;*2$ (1) (13'" 2)=(2 + 13)

CORRECT•••



6
HI.Y ·USING THE SHORTFORM OF THE cA AXIOM.

DERIVE CA • tn:;(3 • 6'
P Cil CA. B)= <6 • 3>

:*CA1 A + B '" E + A
AiU6$
Bf'~*3! C2' C6 • 3)=(3 6'

IO
YOU NOlli KNOIri ,FIVF: AXIOMS TO USE, IN PROOFS.

(0 + A)", A

r*INtl'1
YOU MAY NOl .REG'UE.Sl VOJ_lR ,OIolN PR08LEMS -NOll' I

I *Z$ A + a = A
A:;*A1 <I) (A+ 0)= II

ut.2Rt;U (3)

CORRECT•••
YOU MAY NOT
TRY AGAIN

DE-RIVE (A +
F' (1)

S.INCE YOU H~VE PFlOVE:D THEOREM " YOU CAN
USE IT rN 01HEFl PROOI'S. STUDY 1'H"15•••

II
\liE wILL CALL EQUATION O+A=A! THEOREM 1

(2) (0 + A);I II

CORRECT•••

:*lCAA<A>!1
CA 0 B)=( 3 + 6'

USE RULE .RE IN nns PROBLEM

8)=(3 0 6'
cA + 8)=(6 0 3'

CA + 8)=(3 6'C2':*1CA2$

CORRECT ....

7
WHAT NlMBER CAN 'fI' BE IF 'A < 6' IS
A TRUE STATEMENT?

•••CORREC.....

B
DERIVE A < 6
P Cil CCA . 3' S)->(A < 6'
P C", B • 3
p C3' CA 0 In= 5

U3.2Rt:U· C., CA +' 3)= 5

l*t.llAA$$ C5> A < 6

CORRECT•••

DE-HIVE 0+6=6
l"HI O+Ao<'A
A':":? (I,) "0+6... 6

'TH1' STANDS FOR.,~

I'll THEORI'M
B) AXIOM ,
C) RuLE 1.

*THEDREM ,"$

CORBECT•••

12
DSE THEOIUJ>! IN 1HIS PROUl-.

DERIVE' (0 + 7)='(

,: *1H 1"$ 0 + A = 'A
An,*7 $ (I) co + 7)'" .,

9
'Z' STANDS FOR THE. ZUlU AXIOMr II+O=A

II '" B
(D. (E! +0)=(,(1 + 0)..

COfU.,ECT•••
LE,SSON OV"-l'lo ••
GOO DBY£:;, , .ADll.E.
1
+

NO COMMAND REOUES1ED?

,.Z$ A 0 . ,A
IItH,HI (2) C. Ol- E

:*Z$ A 0 0 . A
A11*1'!$ C3' . (A 0 0)= A

;*1.2li.EI1 COl B "'(A + 01

r *4. 3RE.1 $ C5l B • A

,.eEI $ C6' A • B

COkk£.Cl •••

2



Appendix y.

Some Sample Proofs

The first proof given is of a theorem of logic which is motivated by

Russells' paradox. Simply let 'F' be interpreted as ,the membership relation

of set theory; then, the sentence to be proved asserts that there is no set

which consists of exactly those sets which are not members of themselves.

Special attention should be paid to the fact 'that some of the lines of the proof

are justified on the basis of either universal specification or existential

specification. Both of these rules involve proper substitution of a term A for

a variable X.

The second theorem of first-order logic for which a proof is provided is a

variant of Russell's paradox (again, for 'F' read' E'). The antecedent of the

theorem is an instance of the well-known AussondEirung.: axiom due to Zermelo

(thus, sometimes referred to as 'Zermelo's Axiom'); it asserts the existence

of those sets which are a subset of some given set as defined by some well-formed

formula of the language. It is expected that from this axiom one can prove

the non-existence of the troublesome universal class and this is what the

consequent of the theorelli asserts. Note that instances of previously proved

theorems are needed for the proof. Of special significance is the fact that in

obtaining these instances substitution for predicates is needed; for example,

the formula 'F(v,v)' is substituted for the a-place predicate 'Q'.
The third example is an alternative derivation of the fact that the universal

class is not a set. Premise (I)' asserts that every set' is such that the cardinal

number of the class of all subsets of it is greater than the cardinal number of

the set itself; this is, of course, Cantor's theorem. Premise (2Y asserts that

the class of all subsets of a given set is itself a set; this is the Power Set

axiom of axiomatic set theory. Premise (3)', asserts that for sets x,y such that

y contains x, it is not the case that the cardinal number of x is greater than

the cardinal number of y. The final premise asserts that the universal class

contains every set.

1



'"
1"11<-1>£5$
YII*Z$ <2>

'.20$$
X'UZ$ ",
1*3L&S .(.tI)

1*4LC$ ,5>

1• .lIReS ",
I .... P$ cn

1*6.7AA$ '",

FCZ,~Z,,-:>(NOl 'F(7.~Z»

eNOl F(Z;~Z»-> ~CZ~Z)

}OO'':. Z)

U'1.7.8IF$ <9>.

'*"'1'$ (10)

1.*S.10AAS (11)

'*10.100.1111'$
CHD NOT l'(Z.Z)

CORRECT•••

DERIVE CA zeE YCA XCrex.y> IFFCF<X.Z> &tNOlFex.X»»»)->(NOTCE
lCA x l'"CX.Z»»

*E ,Z(A X FeX.Z»$

}o(v.liiIFFCFev.IO")&OilOl 1'(11.11»)

A Xr(X.IrI)

(A XCFex.y) IH' (rex.Z)&CtllO.l FOf,X»))))

~ YCA 'XCl'.(x.y.) Ii"'F<f'(X.'<I) _.&eNOT F<Y,,r»»)

*A ZC E Y'*1011'$ ( I),

"
,*lIiPl 'e>

J*2ES$
l::11*W$ (3)

,*llIS$
Zlf*\rlS (4)

' • .lIeS!
YII>I<VS (5)

,.suss
XII*V$ ",
: *PSIIHAf,
;."'(i,i'CV,V)!.
I Uft:F"(X~ ~o $
; I,*X;V,$
n*s

(Q IFHR &(1'1101" Q»)->CH IYFce- &(/\)01 e»).

Cf(V.V) IFI"O'(V.Ioi)&CNOl HV,V»)')-:HHV.\,)
Il-FCF<V.V" &CNOTrcV.V»»)

1.·/.6AA$ CA)

,*1-'~;'IHI3t, NOl(~ &(NU"l IJ»)
II.o,I'eV.\1)$
1,;.$

2



<9>

=*8LB:l> ( 10)

i'1<10LCS (II)

:*1109VC$ ( ]2)

:*3US$
:X: I*V$ (13)

:*2.12.13IPS
( )4)

(1'(\),ln ->Cf"(V,\,i) SeNOr r<V,V))))&«(feV,V)
.&(NOT reV,V)') -> F<V,w»

FtV,W)->(ftV.V) &<NOt FeV.V}»

NOT FeV •.W)

p"lol4CFS <15) u\ icE: YeA xeJ'"(x.'!') IFFrFeX.. z> &(N(J1 FrX.Xl));)))->(
NOTrE zeA x F(X.~»»

CORRJ:::Cl •••

DERIVE NOT S U

,.PI (1).1\ XCSOo;>-> GCAC8()o).ArX»)$

,*pS (3) *" .)tCA '((S<X) & sC)'»->(CC)'.X> .....
'" (NOT G(ACX).ACY»»»$

:WPS <5> ' il<S<IJ)$

1*2U5$
xu.us (6) S u-> 5 B U

t.~.5AAS (1) 5 B U

r*3USS
XII*IHU)S (6) A yCl::; B U~ SY) ->CCC'l,S [j) ->(NOT GCA B U.II: Y

)}»

:*6U5$
1::.U$ C9} rs B U & S U)-;.(Ceu.B UJ ->(NOT GCA B V,A lJ)))

:.-r .5FCS <to> 5 B U&S U

.*l.IUS'
XtUS<U)$ (HiD S l3 U->Cru.B Ul

l"'II.J3MS (14)

l"'IUSS
Xu "'US (IS>

NO!' GtA E U..A U)

GCA B U.A U)·

I*S.14.161PS
(11) NOTSU

CCRRECT •••
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